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Young Wil~ West's Red-Hot Ride
-OR-

PURSUED BY THE COMANCHES
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
HOW THE COMANCHES WERE ROUTED.

Crack!
The report of a rifle rang out, followed by the fierce warwhoop of. a band of painted Indians.
"Screamin' catamountsl Ther C.omanches is after us, boss!
Git your wife an' little gal in ther wagon quick! Make 'em
lay flat, too, an' let 'em pull some things around 'em so's ther
bullets won't reach 'em. We're goin' ter have a screamin'
time of it, I reckon. Who'd hev thought ther redskins was
goin' ter git on ther warpath agin', after what's been done
ter 'em in ther last twelv., months? Ah! There's one of ther
pesky varmints a-showin' himself!"
Crack!
The old-fashioned rifle in the hands of the speaker emitted
a flash from the muzzle, and the death-cry of a Comanche
warrior followed.
The scene was on the plains of the western part of New
Mexico, the time, a few . years ago, when things were in a
rather unsettled state in that region.
Jackson Clay, a man of forty, had left his home three
weeks before in company of his wife and twelve-year-old
daughter Hazel, to journey to his brother's cattle ranch in
New Mexico. He had come to Santa Fe by rail, and then
equipped himself with a team of mules and a good strong
covered wagon, and hired an experienced guide to pilot him
over the mountains to his destination.
At the same time our story opens the little party was still
about a hundred miles from the ranch, and· on one of the
wildest and most unfrequented spots in the territory.
Old Lop Terhune was • one of the most trustworthy guides
to be found in the West, and he had figured things so well
that they had made excellent headway without anything- of
•
note happening.
But when a band of Indians appeared from behind a clump
of trees and fired at them ·all of a sudden, the old man was
more than surprised.
He had been in many an Indian fight, however, and knew ·
the habits of the treacherous red men to a nicety.
When he saw that they were Comanches and that they had
their warpaint on, Lop Terhune was deeply alarmed.
He feared for the safety of those whom he had contracted
to lead safely to their destination, more especially the pretty
little girl called Hazel.
No wonder, then, that he hurriedly ordered Mrs. Clay and
the girl into the wagon.
"There goes one of 'em, Mr. Clay!" 'h e exclaimed, as he
dropped from the saddle and got close to the wheels ·of the
wagon. "Now, as you showed me ther day afore yesterday
that you could shoot putty straight, I reckon you've got ter
do some of it. There's about twenty in that bunch, an' we've

got ter drop about half of 'em. If we don't they'll git us
sure! Let yourself out, Mr. Clay! Here they come."
Clay had a rifle of modern manufacture, and though he had
never before draWn a bead on a fellow being, he realized that
·
he must do so now.
It did not need the old guide to stir him to action, for he
could see the band of cruel, fiendish redskins heading for
them, and he knew that their intent was to murder and rob
them.
Crack!
, He fired, and succeeded in unhorsing one of the Comanches.
Crack!
Again he fired, and this time he shot one dead.
Crack!
He missed the third shot.
"Keep it up, Mr. Clay!" shouted the guide. "You are doin'
nice, I must say!"
By this time the old man had loaded his rather antique piece
and, as the Indians split off and began riding in a circle
around them, he took aim at one of them and fired.
The guide seldom missed.
He did not in this case.
"I reckon they'll know that they've struck somethin' putty
tough afore they git through," he observed, nodding at his
companion. "Keep kinder low, Mr. Clay. If you don't they're
liable ter pick yer off. They don't seem ter want ter kill us
very bad, 'cause they ain't <loin' any shootin' jest now. I
reckon they seen ther two she-males we've got with us an'
that they wanter git them alive. Comanches is wuss' nor
i-attlers when they git at yer, Mr. Clay. I never had no
idea there was goin' ter be an outbreak among 'em, or I'd
never 'tempted ter have brought yer over t,er yer brother's
ranch, hanged if I would!"
"I know you wouldn't, Terhune!" retorted Clay, his face
white from fear and desperation. "But we must not let them
get my wife and girl, Terhune! I .will die :fighting for them,
if needs be!"
"An' so will I, boss! I allus sticks to my post no matter
'
.
wh~ther I dies or not."
At any other time Clay might have thought this a rather
peculiar remark, but just now he scarcely r.oticed what was
said at all.
T)1e re1skins had draWn off a little and were !iding around,
yellmg, hke mad, as though they thought their cries would
frighten their intended victims into submission.
Now and then a shot would be fired by them, but the bullets
all went high.
Meanwhile the two men kept :firing, and considerable damage was done by them.
Ten minutes passed.
Five of the Indians had been shot, ·but there were still
enough to capture the whites, if they chose to make a rush for
them.
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They must have realized it, for suddenly they gathered in a tonishment and admiration as they looked upon the dashing
long line, about ten feet apart, and came riding like tffe young fellow and the spirited horse.
"Both you and your horse are just lovely!" she cried sudwind toward the wagon.
Lying close to the necks of their hC,rses, they made very denly, in an ecstasy of delight.
"Thank you, miss," was the laughing retort.
poor targets to shoot at.
"But you are, or I wouldn't say so," insisted the child.
"Give it to 'em!" cried Lop Terhune. "If yer can't plug a
"Well, I am glad you think so. I think my horse is lovely,
redskin, do ther next best thing an' drop his horse!"'
Both fired, but in their efforts to hit the riders they missed all 1·ight. You are, too, ain't you, Spitfire."
"And his name is Spitfire," the girl went on. "What is
hitting anything.
Nearer and nearer came the yelling band of painted war- yours, please?"
"My name? Oh, I am Young Wild West."
riors.
"And the other boy and the gentleman-they are just
It looked as though it would soon be all over.
The Indians now began to snread out like a fan, those at lovely, too, for helping you to save us from the Indians. What
the ends of the line riding swifter than the others, until they are their names, please?"
"Well, I'll tell you, miss. The tall gentleman with the long
had formed a complete semi-circle about the wagon.
"lt's all up with us, Terhune!" exclaimed Clay, as he hur- black hair and mustache is Cheyenne Charlie, the well-kno,vn
rienly reloaded his Winchester. "I am going to die fighting." scout and Indian fighter, and the boy, as you call him, is Jim
Dart. They are my partners, and both know how to ride
The old guide made no reply.
But the expression on his grizzled countenance told plainly and shoot."
"I should reckon so," spoke up Terhune, the guide. "Young
that he agreed with what his employer said.
Just. when it seemed that they were certain of being killed Wild West, I've often heard of you and your two pards.
Lemme shake with yer, will yer?"
or captured they heard a shout from off to the left.
"Certainly."
"Whoopee! Whoopee! Whoopee!"
Young Wild West's companions now dismounted, and then
"Great ginger!" cried Terhune. "Help is comin', Mr. Clay!
all three shook hands with the scout, after which he introWe ain't dead yet, not by a jugful!"
The man from Ohio turned and cast a glance in the direc- duced the Clay family.
If ever there were four happy people, they were right there
tion the shouts came from, and beheld three horsemen riding
in the persons of Jackson Clay, his wife and child, and Terswiftly toward them.
The Indians saw and heard the approaching horsemen at hune, the guide.
Young Wild West and his partners had been keeping a
the same time.
watch on the Comanches all the time.
The line wavered for an instant and then slowed down.
They could talk and be on the lookout for danger at the
There were only three coming to the rescue, but they might
same time.
do a whole lot!
The three were in New Mexico for the purpose of hunting
That must have been the thought of the chief leading the
up something in the line of adventure, more than anything
Comanches.
else.
Crack! Crack! Crack!
Used to danirer, they could not be satisfied to settle down
Three shots rang out, and as many of the redskins dropped.
"Gracious!" exclaimed Clay. "I had no idea that they would and lead quiet lives.
The Indians showed no signs of coming ba"ck to renew the
,,.,
shoot at that distance."
just then, so the dashing young fellow, who, by the
attack
"They know their business. I reckon!" exclaimed the guide.
bore the nicknames of the Prince of the Saddle and
·"Jest look at that young feller ahead on ther sorrel horse! way,
Dead shot of the West, suggested that they conI've seen a good many horsemen, but I never did see anythin' Champion journey.
their
tinue
at,
like he is! That's what I calls a grand thing ter look
"We will go with you," he said to Clay. "It will hardly be
Mr. Clay."
safe for you to go on without protection; now that the red•
Crack! Crack! Crack!
skins have been at you once. If we were to go on and leave
Again the rifles of the approaching trio spoke.
they ·would be at you the minute it grew dark. The CoThen the Comanches turned and rode away as though a you
are about as determined rascals as any of their kind,
manche!,
troop of cavalry were after them.
I can tell you."
"Whoopee! Whoopee!" rang out, clear and distinct.
"Thank you," said Clay. "See us safely to my brother's
Jackson Clay uttered a fervent expression of thankfulness,
you shall be rewarded."
and then, rising to his feet. thrust his head in at the front of ranch, and
the covered wagon, and c1'ied:
"Oh, Agnes! We are saved!"
"It can't be true, Jackson!" retorted his wife, in a trembling
CHAPTER II.
voice. "I had made up my mind that our last chance had
READY FOR THE ATTACK.
come."
"But we a1·e saved, though! Look! See for yourself."
It was about three in the afternoon when our three friends
Then the mother and her little daughter arose and looked at happened along in time to save the travelers from being
the
the three riders, who were now within a few yards of
wined out bv the hostile Comanches.
war-on.
Some fifteen miles ahead was a big stretch of timber,
"They saved us. Agnes!" i:;airl the husba-rid. P-xcitedlv. "Isn't which could be seen quite plainly in the clear atmosphere of
it ,..onderful? They put the Tndians to fli,,-ht in no time."
the elevated plain.
Three foaming horse;: now came to a halt within a few feet
"We will get to the timber before we go into camp_ for the
of the wagon, and, with a smile on his face, a dashing, hand- night," remarked _Young Wild West,.as he m~unted hrs sorrel
some young fellow of twenty exclaimed:
stallion. "We will find water there, and, m case the red"It's all right, I guess. No one hurt, is there?"
skins come to bother us, the trees will afford us protection."
"No," replied Clay, rushing forward and seizing the boy's
"That's right," added Lop Terhune, the ~uide;, "You are
only a boy but I reckon you know your busmess.
hand. "You were just in time. Thank you."
"I recko~ he does," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "If Young
"Oh, don't mention it, please. We heard the firing, and
thought we had better come up and give you a lift. I am verv Wild West don't know his business no one does, an' don't you
glad we had the opportunity to do it. We were not aware forgit it!"
The mule team was soon in motion, Jackson Clay in the
that the Comanches were on the warpath until we saw them
wagon with his wife and daughter, while the guide, mounted
after you."
The speaker now dismounted, showing a form that was as on a tough bronco, rode along with Young Wild West and
near perfect as one would wish to see, and ,vhich showed his partners.
The mules could not be made to get off at a trot, so it was
every indication of being supple and endowed with g1·eat
rather slow work in getting to the timber.
strength.
But in a little less than two hours they got there, and then,
He wore a hunting suit of buckskin, and from beneath the
.
broad sombrero that adorned his head a wealth of long chest- as our hero had said, they found water.
It was a rather dense forest that they had struck, with
nut hair floated in the breeze.
The sorrel he had ridden to the 1·escue thrust his nose on so•ne of the trees and shrubber~· almost semi-tropic in appearthe boy's shoulder, as thoug-h he mi>ant to conr: ·atulate him ance.
"It will be a tocgh job gittin' through with thei· wag-on, I
for doing the good tum to the lit'.10 party.
The b~2' blue eyes of little Hazel Clay opened wide with as- reckon." remarked Cheyenne Charlie.
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"I expected that," replied the guide, "but we've got a couple
of good sharp axes in ther wagon, an' when it comes to ther
worst we kin do some cuttin'. It ain't more'n five miles
through, 'cordin' to my knowledge of ther country hereabouts."
"In two more days we ought to reach my brother's ranch,
had we not?" asked Clay, anxiously.
"Jest about," answered Terhune. "It's about ten 'miles this
side of Magic settlement, you said?"
"Yes, that is, according to the directions I received from
my brother."
"Has your brother got a very big ranch?" Jim Dart 3:sked.
"Yes, ·a very large one; and he does a profitable business,
too. I am going out to help him. Business was poor in the
Ohio town where we lived, you see, and he kept urging me to
come out; so at last we sold o'ur belongings, except what we
would need to make the trip with, and set out. I had no idea
there were any hostile Indians out here, though."
"There won't be for a while after a .troop or two of cavalry
gets at them. An Indian can't be trusted, you know, and
every now and then a party of them leaves the reservation
and goes out for the purpose ot ~lling_ off all the p~lefaces
they meet. It is a sort of habit, inherited from then· forefathers, and it seems that they can't overcome it."
"Ther measly coyotes don't want ter overcome it," SJ?Oke up
Cheyenne Charlie. "It is ~h_er nature o~ ',em to k}ll th~r
whites an' no matter how civilized they git em, they 11 do it
every time they get a chance. A redskin ain't _no go?.d, nohow."
You know
"Right yer are, pard!" exclaimed the gmd,~.
what you're talking about when you say that.
At the suggestion of o'!r hero_, some trees were c~t down
and a rude fortification built, so, m case the redskins. did co~e
at them before morning, they would have something to he
behind and pick them off with their rifles and revolvers.
With a spring of good water right at hand, and plenty of
succulent grass for the horses and mules, they were m a
pretty good position.
At sundown Jim Dart climbed a tall tree and took a
sweeping look over the prairie.
When he came down Wild noticed that his face wore an
anxious look.
"See anything?" he asked.
"Nothing much','' was the evasive reply.
But a few minutes later, when the two were a little ways
..
from the wagon, he observed_, in a whisper:
"The redskins we routed this afternoon have been Jomed
by another party. I have an idea there is going to be a
lively time before morning."
"Is that so Jim? Well, if it wasn't for the woman and
the little girl' I would rather enjoy it. But, as it is, I hope
nothing serious comes of it."
"They will attack us to-night, beyond the shadow of a
doubt."
"Oh, yes; they'll do that. But _it may be that we can
give them more than they are looking for. How many are
there of them, do you suppose?"
"About fifty, as near as I could judge."
·
Young Wild West shook his head.
"It seems rather strange that we sho?ld happen along
just at this time. But I am glad we did,'' he remarked.
They told Cheyenne Charlie wh~t- was in the wind, and
•
he simply smiled o-rimly and exclaimed:
"Let 'em come! Some of 'em will wish they hadn't afore
we l!it through with 'em!"
"Well, as we have got to stay here for the night, we may
as well rig out for a siege. Just get the axes, boys, and
cut some more trees down. One thing, we have got plenty
of ammunition with us, and if we can only get enough !~gs
piled up around us it will be some time before the redskms
.
get at us."
Wild said this so everybody could hear him, as he thought
the Clays ought to know that there was danger.
"Do you think the Indians will attack us again, Mr.
West?" asked Mrs. Clay, looking at our hero anxiously.
"You can't tell what they will do, madam. It is just
as well to be prepared; you know."
"Oh, certainly! Btit I did have hopes that we were going
to get through safely ·to the ranch."
"We'll git there, all ' right," spoke up Lop Terhune, encouragingly. "There ain't enough Injuns on ther plains to
drive us from this place. Jest wait till we git things
fixed."
All hands got at work now, and in half an hour they·had
arranged a regular barricadP, of logs all around . the wagon.
It was only about four feet high, to be . sure; but this
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was sufficient to keep them from being hit by the bullets
of the Comanches, shoi.ild they make an attack on them.
Wild had ordered the fire to be extinguished as soon as
the supper was over with.
"We don't want to give. 'em a chance to locate us so
easily as that," he said.
The sun had gone down now, and the stars that had begun to show here and there at first were gradually disappearing.
Dark clouds began to gather, which meant that it was
going to be overcast, or possibly rain would fall.
"Wild, s'pose I go out an' take a look around ter find
out what ther Injuns is up to?" said Cheyenne Charlie,
after all the preparations to pass the night had been made.
"A good idea, Charlie; go ahead," was the reply.
The scout seemed to be glad of the opportunity.
"Don't yer want ter let me go 'long?" asked Terhune.
"I reckon one could do it all right; but if there ain't
no objections from Wild you kin go," replied the scout.
"I have no objections," said our hero quickly. "Mr. Terhune, if you feel like going, go ahead."
"All right."
The guide appeared to want to go very badly, and Charlie
was not the one to say he did not want his company.
He knew the old man had had lots of experience in that
line, so he would make a good partner, after all.
Jackson Clay seemed to be very much pleased at the arrangement.
It was plain . that he put a good deal of faith in the man
he had hired to guide him to his brother's ranch.
Charlie and the guide started off through the darkness
,
on foot.
Jim had told the scout in which direction the band of
redskins were when he saw them from the treetop, so it
was easy to get his bearings ~nd start right.
They both carried their rifles in their hands, as in close
combat-if they happened to get that way-they could be
used as clubs with good effect.
The two walked along with cautious tread for half a
mUe.
As yet they had not heard a sound that would indicate
the presence of anything in the line of human beings near.
"I've got a:q idea that the1· redskins ain't more'n a mile
from our camp," whispered Charlie. "Between you an' me,
you kin jest bet that they expect to light on us afore morning. Ther chances are that they'll try it early, too. Jest
keep yer eyes peeled an' yer ears wide open, Terhune."
"You kin bet I'm jest doin' that all ther time," was the
guide's reply.
If the. Comanches remained - where Jim Dart saw them,
they were sharp enough not to have any campfire, for nothing in the way of the faintest kind of light could be seen.
"I reckon we'd better ·split off an' then come back here
an' meet," said Charlie, after they had gone a couple of
hundred ya1·ds further. "If you happen to git ia. trnuble,
jest shoot, an' then I'll know it. I'll do ther same."
"All right," replied the guide. "That's jest ther thing."
The next minute they separated, Charlie going to the left
and Terhune turning to the right.
They had not been apart more than five minutes when
the scout was startled by hearing the sharp report of a revolver.
It came from just the spot where the guide would likely
be, so he at once concluded that the old man had got into
trouble.
He stood still a moment and listened.
But not another sound did he hear.
"I reckon ther measly coyotes must have cau~ht him all
of a sudden," muttered Charlie. "He must have had jest
time to shoot, and that was all. Well, I'll have ter try
an' git him O\.lt of ther scrape. I didn't much want him
to come, an' now I see that I'd been better off if he hadn't."
The scout did not proceed in a direct line for the spot
the shot had come from.
He went aroun"tl. in a circle.
Being positive that there were Comanches there, he was
not going to get right among them before he saw them, not
if he could help it.
He moved along, keeping as low to the ground as possible,
and at the expiration of two minutes he heard sounds close
to him.
With a nod of satisfaction he pressed close to the ground
and listened.
The sound·s he heard were those made by footstepa.. .<1.nrl
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"I am going out to see if I can find the guide and my
partner," was the reply. "They are staying just a little
too long to suit me."
1
'Do you think anything has happened to them?"
"It looks as though something might have happened to
them."
"Don't stay long, Mr. West, please!" spoke up the little
girl.
'·I won't," he answel'ed. "I will soon know whether anything has happened to them or not." ·
Then he turned to Jim and whispered:
"Keep a sharp watch. There is no telling just what
might take place. If the redskins have captured Charlie
and the old man they will not bothel' the camp right away;
but if they have simply got between them and here, so they
can't get through and come back, something- is liable to
happen at any moment. If I am gone longer than twenty
minutes, you can bet that they have got . Chal'lie and the
guide, and that I am after the redskins."
"All right," replied Dart.
Then Wild mounted and started off through the darkness.
It had not begun to rain yet, but, by the appearance of
the lowering clouds, it was liable to at any moment.
. Wild did not ride fast.
He let his horse go on a slow jog at first, and then brought
him down to a walk.
He was heading directly for the spot where Jim had located the reinforced band of Comanches.
There is a certain instinct about a horse that will sometimes cause it to follow the tracks of some one it knows,
and it was so in this case.
Young Wild West was allowing the sorrel stallion to go
its own way, and Spitfire was right upon the trail Charlie
and the scout had made.
And when the intelligent steed came to the place where
the two branched off and pursued different directions, he
followed the tl'acks of the scout.
He kept right on until he reached the spot where the
scout had slain the Comanche.
Then Spitfire came to a dead stop.
"What's the matter, old fellow?" said Wild, in .a low
voice. "Found something that I did not see?"
The boy listened a moment and then softly dismounted.
Dropping on his knees, he began feeling about the ground
in front of the horse.
Suddenly his hand came in contact with a hat!
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "I guess I have found something.
It is Charlie's hat, as sure as I am alive!"
As the scout wore a sombrero of the same make and style
as his own, it was easy for our hero to recognize it, even
in the dark.
By holding it clos~ to his face he could see enough for
that.
He placed the hat under his arm, and then proceeded to
feel over the ground further.
His hands came in contact with something wet and sticky.
It was blood I
Wild knew it right away.
"There must have been a fight," he thought. "But I'll
bet all I'm worth that this blood is not Charlie's."
Wild had too much confidence in the scout to believe that
CHAPTER III.
he had been the one to suffer if there had been a struggle.
He knew he would submit quietly to being captured if
WILD FINDS THAT CHARLIE AND THE GUIDE ARE PRISONERS.
When an hour had passed after Cheyenne Charlie and he saw there was no possible chance for him to get away.
He was convinced that the blood had been let from one
the guide left the camp Young Wild West began to grow
of the Comanches, and when he examined the ground a
a little bit anxious.
"Something has happened to them, Jim," he whispered, little further and found nothing more than the grass tramthe trail.
pled down, he dec;ided to try and follow
1
h
Id
t Of th
ti1 ·
th t th
But it ·w as so dark that he would have to depend upon
camp cou not ear 1im.
eJim.
mma esreplied
er way,"
so "It a lookse Othat
"Yes. they have g-ot into trouble, that is certain. Charlie his horse's intelligence to pick its way in the gloom.
"Now, Spitfire," he said, "just take me to where Char,.ouldn't stay as Jong as this for nothing."
lie is!"
·'What are we g oing to do about it, Wild?"
As his dashing young master got into the saddle the sorrel
"I guess I'll mount Spitfire and take a ride around."
started off at a brisk walk, Wild guiding him as best he
"You will be running great chances."
.
"I know it; but I guess the redskins won't get me. I've cou:d.
When he. had covered about a hundr~d yards Wild stopped
tried such things before, you know."
.
"Oh, that is true enough, Wild. I know all about it. But, hlrn and dismounted.
still, there might be a time when they do get the best of, ~~e wanted t_o know for a certamty whether he was following the trail or not.
you."
A quick examination told him that he was.
"Well, they have had me lots of times, Lut I have always
Then he mounted and allowed his horse to have his own
managed to get away."
That was true, and no one knew it any better than Jim. way about it.
"Where are you going, Mr. West?" asked J rlckson Clay, 1 .A i:, <la:·k as it was, Wild could see the woods ahead of him.
He knew pretty well where the - camo was. too. and -.,.,
when he saw ou1· hel'o putting the saddle on his horse.

as they grew louder, he 1·ealized that the redskins were coming his way..
The scout undertook to get off to the right a little.
He crawled along a few ·feet, and then suddenly came
in contact with a living body!
"Ugh!" came the guttul'al exclamation.
Charlie gripped the handle of his bowie knife firmly and
l'aised it to strike.
At the same instant a hand . caught him by the throat.
•
Thud!
The knife descended, there was a gasp, and then the gl'ip
.
upon his throat relaxed.
"It was only guesswork, but it done jest what I wanted,"
thought Charlie. "There's one less of 'em to bother us,
anyway."
He had slain the Indian who had come so near being the
means of making his presence known.
Charlie had been placed in such a fix before, and he knew
there was only one thing to do.
If he did not kill the Indian he would go under himself.
"It's gittin' putty warm, I reckon!" he muttered under
his breath. "I don't know which way to move now, for
they're all around me. Hanged if they ain't goin' ter stay
here a while, too!"
He heard sounds that surely indicated that the redskins
were all around him, and they were not walking away,
either.
There was only one thing to do, and that was to lie
where he was and remain perfectly quiet.
But he was anxious to learn what had happened to the
old man.
"They might have knifed him, or it may be that they've
got him to hold until they git ready to kill him by torture,"
he mused. "If they are out for blood, which I'm sure they
are, they'll want to put him out of the way the same as
their ancestors ditl it, by roastin' him to death, or stickin'
knives an' sharp sticks in him until he gives up ther ghost."
Just then there was a commotion right near him, and
then a voice yelled out:
"Wow! Git your hand off my mouth, you copper-skinned
varmint! Lemme go! I ain't botherin' you fellers!"
It was the voice of Lop Terhune.
Then Charlie knew for a certainty that they had caught
him.
"Ugh!" grunted one of the Indians. "Take paleface spy
to the woods an' burn him at the stake. Then we will go
for the scalps of his friends."
"That's putty good!" thought Charlie. "Now, how in
thunder am I goin' to git ther guide away from 'em? It's
too bad that I let him come along."
The scout was lying right near the body of the Indian he
had been forced to slay.
The next minute he heard the chief giving orders in a
low tone of voice, and then, in a very few minutes, he heal'd
horses being led up.
Char~ was just thinking that they wete going to move
away without discovering him, when a bl'ave l'an right over
him, letting out a cry of alam1 as he stumbled.
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very quickly came to the conclusion that he was not heading
for it.
On the contrary, he was going way off to the right.
"I don't know where I am going, Spitfire," he ~aid softly
to the ho1·se. "Keep right ahead, old fellow; but be careful that you don't take me right in,t o the midst of the
·
enemy before I see them."
The sorrel kept right ahea<l, and soon Wild thought he
must be a mile off to the right of the camp.
But just then the horse took a sharp turn to the left,
under his guidance, and two minutes later was at the edge
of the timber.
Our hero now understood perfectly.
The Comanches had gone into the woods to pitch their
camp.
And they must have Cha1·lie and the guide with them,
since their bodies were not on the prairie.
The horse picked its way through the woods as cautiously
as a man might have done it, and when they had gone
about two hundred yards into the depths the horse came
·
to a halt as Wild reined in.
At that very instant Young Wild West saw the glimmer
of a fire- ahead.
He quickly dismounted. patting the glossy neck of the
intelligent animal as he did so.
"Good boy, Spitfire!" he whispered. "You have done your
part. Now I'll do mine."
Then, leaving the animal stjlnding where he had halted,
Wild started for the fire.
A few yards further on and he saw that it was a camp·
fire, and a good-sized one, at that.
The redskins had not started such a fire on account of
the warmth they wished to receive from it, as it was a rather
warm night.
"They are either cooking something to eat or getting ready
to burn their captives," our hero thought. "Perhaps they
have started already to burn them."
This thought urged him ahead a little faste:-: but he did
not lose any of his caution.
The Comanches are very wily Indians, and Young Wild
West was well aware of the fact.
Th~ nearer he got to the fire the better he could see, as
a matter of course.
·• In two minutes from the time he left his horse he could
see the painted braves standing and sitting about the fire.
There was quite a number of them, and he could readily
believe that Jim Dart was right when he said that they
must have numbered fifty.
He knew that they would be very apt to have some o1
their number on the watch, more especially as they had
succeeded in capturing two of the palefaces who were prowl. ing about spying on them.
That made it extremely necessary that he should be very
· careful about approaching the camp.
But Young vVild West had often done such things, and
he was not the least bit afraid to attempt it now.
Keeping low on the ground, he crept from tree to tree
and. gradually neared the Indians.
As there had been no rain lately, the grass and underbrush was pretty dry, and the least pressure would make it
crack.
But Wild managed to get along- without making a sound
loud enough to reach the Comanches.
When he was within twenty yards of the camp he paused
and took a good look at what was there.
The horses of the braves were feeding in a little natural
clearing, and near them was a brave watching to see that
they did not get away.
But Wild did · not let his eyes rest long on that part of
the ciamp.
He was looking for Cheyenne Charlie and the guide.
He saw them a moment later.
The two were bound to the same tree, their shoulders
touching. but their faces away from each other.
Wild nodded, as though well satisfied at what he saw.
"They are alive, anyhow," he muttered, "and I will see
that they keep alive."
He began to figure out a plan to rescue ':he captives.
Just then a tall Comanche came stalking along within
a dozen feet of him, his rifle thrown over his arm, and his
sharp, black eyes trying to pierce the gloom on all sides.
He was one of the guards making a circle about the
camp.
As soon as he had passed Wild crept up closer.
/,
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He did not pause until he was within forty feet of the fire.
The bushes were very thick just there, and he felt pretty
secure.
He ,was inside the path the guards would take in making
their ro1mds, so all he had to fear was that he might make
a noise that would attract the attention of the redskins
about the fire.
They had eaten their supper, as he could easily see by
their lazy attitudes; but they were keeping the fire blazing,
just the same.
On a blanket sat the chief of the band smoking a pipe,
and near him squatted another chief.
Wild could easily see who was the highest in command
of the two,. for he knew all about Indians and their customs.
The chief who was engaged in puffing on the pipe 'seemed
to be meditating, and the other acted as though he was waiting for him to speak.
Presently he did speak, arising at the same time.
The other was on his feet, too, in no time.
Wild listened to catch what they said, as they happened
to be ;nearer to him than any of the rest.
"We will make the palefaces run the gauntlet," said the
chief with the pipe, speaking in his own language.
Wild understood enough of their lingo to know. what was
said.
He could speak and understand the Sioux tongue quite
well, but he was not versed in the Comanche tongue.
However, he listened, and when the two chiefs started
toward the captives he knew that they meant to draw up
a double line of the braves and force their victims to run
clown between them.
The Indians would beat them with sticks anp prod them
with their knives . as they ran.
At the end of the double line they would be caught by
braves stationed there for the purpose, and then they would
have their scalps removed while they were alive, afte1· which
they would be burned to death.
That was the programme.
"They are going to have a real old-fashioned time of it
-that is, if I let them," thought our hero. "Well, go ahead,
you fiends. Some of you will go under before you scalp
your two prisoners, I'll warrant!"
Wild took notice that the old guide showed a good deal
of nerve when the two chiefs walked up to the tree he and
his companion were bound to.
"You'll suffer for ·this, you copper-skinned varmints!" he
cried. "Ther soldiers will make mincemeat of yer if ye1·
dare ter hurt us any."
"Ugh!" retorted the head chief, laughing scornfully. "Injuns no afraid of paleface soldiers; palefaces all heap much
cowards."
"Jest let me loose a minute, an' I'll show ye how ·much
coward I am," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "I'd jest like
to get hold of your windpipe once! I'd make you think you
was hurryin' through ther happy huntin' grounds at a mile
a 1minute!"
"Ugh!" said the other chief, and he slapped first one and
then the other soundly on their cheeks.
Wild felt like shooting him, but he restrained himself.
It was not time yet.
"See how fast palefaces run," remarked the old chief, and
then he turned and gave some orders to the assembled
braves.
The result was that a double line was formed, commencing at the tree and ending within ten feet of the busl1es
where our hero was concealed.
"It is getting real interest~ng,'.' thought the daring young
deadshot, as he sat there, knife in one hand and revolver ·in
the other.
CHAPTER IV.
RUNNING THE GAUNTLET.

When the Indian stumbled over him Cheyenne Charlie
lay perfectly still, thinking that perhaps he would think it
was a dead Comanche he had tripped over.
It might have gone that way if two or three more had
not approached and stepped upon the crouching scout.
Then they fell upon him like a swarm of bees, and, though
he tried hard to use his knife, it was wrenched from his
hand before he could do any damage.
The redskins worked as silently as possible, as though
they were afrajd they would be heard by somebody in the
vicinity,
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Charlie gave up as soon as he found it was no use.
Five minutes later he was securely bound and fastened
upon the back of a pony.
He could not see very well what the Comanches were
doing, but he guessed that they were going to take the body
of the redskin he 'had been compelled to slay with them.
This was, indeed, the case, and a few minutes later they
set out for the woods.
Charlie wondered where the guide was, for he had heard
nothing from him since he let out the cry j1,1st before the
Indian fell over him.
As they had gagged him, it was more than probable that
they had done the same with the other prisoner.
The scout was thoroughly disgusted at what had happened.
He blamed himself for not having been more cautious.
"Ther redskins is right up ter snuff, it seems," he muttered. "They c:iught Terhune, an' I thought it must have
been through carelessness on his part. But they got me
jest as easy, so I reckon it was a case of sharp work on ther
part of ther Injuns."
Charlie was bound in such a position to the pony that
he could not well look behind him, so he contented himself
1
with simply looking ahead on each side.
He could see that they were riding along not far from
the timber, but as yet they were not nearing any.
But presently the band of Comanches turned right into
the woods, and a few minutes later they were pushing their
way between the trees and through the undergrowth and
bushes.
The scout was not a little uneasy now.
It was not a pleasant position to be in.
But never once did he think that he was going to be
killed by the red fiends.
He had heard them say that they were p-oing to burn
the guide at the stake, and that certainly meant that he
would suffer the same fate, provided they carried out their
intentions.
But Charlie trusted to Young Wild West and Jim Dart
to save him from such a fate.
He knew that they would not be long in finding where
the Indians were if they once started out to look for them.
The Comanches finally came to a halt in a little open
patch of land in the woods and went into camp.
Then Charlie saw the guide for the first time since they
parted company on the prairie.
The two of them were tied to a tree and the gags taken
from their mouths.
"Hard luck, ain't it?" remarked Terhune, as soon. as he
,
/
had the use of his tongue.
"I should reckon it was," retorted Charlie. "Ther measly
coyotes was too slick for us. Well, a feller can't always
have it his own way, I s'pose."
"They'll finish us, sure as guns!"
"No, they won't. Somethin' vvill happen afore that. Jest
keep a stiff upper lip an' trust to Young Wild West."
"Oh, I ain't one as will shiver an' begin to cry," said
Terhune. "I've been in fixes like this a few times in my
life. But there's got ter be a last time, you know."
"But that's ther time you don't want to think about!"
answered Charlie.
"Palefaces shut up; make too much talk," spoke up the
redskin who had been left to guard them.
"What's ther matter with you?" asked Charlie. "We
ain't hurtin' you by talkin', are we?"
'"Palefaces heap much fools!"
"Well, I reckon we was fools to allow ourselves to be
.
caught by your gang-that's right."
·A roaring fire had been started by this time, and the Indians, who had not yet eaten their evening meal, proceeded
to prepare something.
They seemed to have a plentiful supply of meat vvith
them, and they soon got it sizzling over the fire.
Before it was half done they seized the meat ravenously
and ate it as only hungry Indians can.
When all had feasted to their hearts' content, the chief of
the band, who had joined the routed party, lighted his pipe
and went off to enjoy a smoke.
This chief was an ugly looking old fellow, who boasted
of more scars received in fights with the palefaces than any
Indian on the reservation.
Lop Terhune told Charlie he knew him very well, and
.
that his name was Slow Dog.
"He's a wicked feller," he added. "He's always had a
sharp watch kept on him, so I've heard. But he must have
managed ter git a gang tergether an' light out for a high
/
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old time. Ther young chief what was with ther gang what
was makil.' it warm fur me an' ther Clay family when you
come along this afternoon, I don't seem ter know. I never
seen hh;n afore, as 1. know of."
"Well, he looks jest as though he would like to do somethin' he's heard tell of his grandfather doin' to ther whites,"
observed Charlie. "He has all ther looks of a good imitator."
"Imitator is good," said the guide, who did not quite
catch on to the meaning of the word. "But I reckon there
ain't an awful lot of 'em left nowadays."
"Maybe there ain't," and the scout grinned, in spite of
the position he had been placed in.
The minutes flitted by, and presently the two chiefs approached the captives, and what Young Wild West saw from
his place of concealment near by took place.
-Cheyenne Charlie ·would have felt much easier if he had
known the boy was there; but he did not, so he simply
made the best of it.
But the scout and the guide had their eyes on the hor~es
of the redskins, which were grazing near by, and they
thought if they only had their hands free when they were
hustled down the narrow lane the warriors were· forming,
they might stand a chance to escape.
"Palefaces see how fast they can run," grunted Slow Dog,
as he untied the lariat that held, them to the tree.
Then he cut the bonds from their ankles and nodded in
,
a sil,tisfied way.
"We can't run fast with our hands tied behind us," said
Charlie. "If you want to see how fast we kin run, give
us a show."
The old chief nodded:
"All right," he said. "Palefaces no get very far, anyhow.
They will feel the knives of the redmen, and the clubs will
make them cry like the papoose that wants its mother," and
he liberated their hands.
The captives said nothing to this.
They simply glanced down the lane, and saw that if they
could manage to get by those who were waiting at the other
end to catch them, they could get to the horses in less than
two seconds.
"If we kin git a horse apiece we'll stand a show," said
the guide. •
"That's what," answered Charlie. "It'll :.e a hard thin,8f
to do, but we must try to do it. I'm goin' to try to yank
one of them clubs from ther redskins tl;l.er first thing."
"An' I'll do ther same.''
"An' if you do git hold of anythin' to lam it inter them
with, jest yell like thunder an' do ther business up in shape."
The guide nodded.
Their brief conversation had been carried on in whispers,
while they were looking away from each other.
The two lines of Indians now stood facing each other
. '
and ready for business.
Some of them had sharpened sticks, some had }1-eavy
clubs, and others stood ready with their knives.
Five stalwart braves were at the end of the double line,
ready to seize the two whites, in case they managed to keep
on their feet long enough to go that far.
Slow Dog, the old chief, was in full charge of the affair.
"Paleface dogs get ready!" he said. "When Slow Dog
say go they must run.''
"All right, y9u measly coyote!" retorted Cheyenne Charlie.
"Jest say ther word.''
"Go!"
The command rang out sharp and distinct.
Charlie and the guide bounded forward like shots.
Whack! Prod!
They each received an incentive to go faster.
Biff!
The scout sent one of the braves staggering with a well
directed blow of his fist.
He grabbed the club he had in his hands and knocked
another down in a twinkling.
Terhune stopped and seized the club of the fallen redskin,
and dodged a blow that would have knocked him senseless
at the same time.
Then both the captives let out yells that could be heard
a long way.
Whack! Whack!
They knocked their tormentors right and left, running
down the line as they did so.
When near the end of it they broke through on the side
.
toward the horses and ran for their lives.
The whole thing was so unexvected to the CnroancbBil
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that our two friends got a dozen feet clear of the gauntlet
line before they became active enough for pursuit.
Then they sounded their fierce warwhoop and darted after
the escaping men.
But just then something happened that they had not
figured on.
Crack! Crack! Crack!
A pair of revolvers began to speak from the bushes near
by, and the foremost of the pursuing redskins tumbled
over each other and fell into a heap.
•
Some were alive and some were dead or wounded.
Crack I Crack! Crack!
Consternation now took possession of the Comanches, and
they ran hither and thither, thinking, no doubt, that they
had been attacked by a force of white men.
"Hooray!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie. "Wild is here! I
knowed he'd help us out of ther scrape! Hooray!"
"Mount and light out!" came the reply.
They needed no second call to do this.
As old as he was, Lop Terhune was as active as a cat.
He was the first to leap upon the back of one of the
ponies and ride off in the direction of the prairie.
After him went Charlie.
It sounded as though pandemonium had broken loose in
the camp of the Comanches now.
The yelling was fierce and the shooting terrific.
The redskins had begun firing, too, though what they
were firing at they hardly knew.
Cheyenne 'C harlie and the guide managed to . reach the
edge of the woods in short order.
About a dozen of the redskins had mounted their horses
and were in pursuit of them.
"How about the young feller?" asked Terhune, as they
galloped hard in the direction of the camp.
"I don't know," answered Charlie. "He most likely had
his horse with him. If he· didn't, they'll be apt to git him.
Oh, if I only had my shooters!"
But they stood no show as they were, and they knew it.
Their only hope lay in reaching the camp.
There was plenty of firearms there, as Clay had started
out well equipped.
They were now heading along near the ·edge of the woods
at a mad gallop.
The start they had was bound to allow them to win the
exciting race, for the nearest pursuer was a good eighty
yards behind.
Crack!
A bullet whistled by close enough for them to hear it
sing.
But they did not mind this.
Nearer and nearer they got to the camp.
Both knew just about where it was located, and they
were ready to make known who they were at any instant.
Two minutes more and Cheyenne Charlie called out loudly:
"Whoopee! Ther redskins is chasin' us right in, an' we
ain't got a shooter to defend ourselves! Git ready for 'em!"
"All right, Charlie!" came the reply from a point not
far distant.
Crack!
Jim had managed to sight the pursuing Indians.
One of them d1·opped.
The next minute Charlie and the guide reached the barricaded camp and dismounted.
There was going to be some hot fighting now, and they
knew it.
CHAPTER V
THE COMANCHES ARE DEFEATED AGAIN.

Young 'i,Vild West turned to flee the instant he saw Cheyenne Charlie and the guide mount the horses.
He knew it would not be safe for him to stay around
there any longer.
Wild made a short cut for the place where he had left
his horse.
But he had not taken more than a dozen steps when he
ran right into a dry watercourse that was n, t more than
five or six feet in width and about three in depth.
The sudden fall stunned him temporarily, but when he
made a move to get up he could hear the footfalls of the
excited Indians all around him.
"This is what I get for not going back the 'way I came!"
he exclaimed, under his breath. "Now the chances are that
I will g-et into the clutches of the red fiends."
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The noise he made in tumbling into the hole had been
drowned by the shouts of the redskins and the shots they
were firing.
Wild found that he had not hurt himself, more than to
knock the skin off his elbow, and he crept a little further
up the watercourse. Then, much to his satisfaction, he
found a place that was covered over at the top.
He felt up and found it was a tangled maze of roots and
moss, and when he tried to look ahead he could barely see
just the faintest tinge made by the blazing fire in the Indian camp.
That showed him that it extended to a point the other
side of the camp before it opened again.
The daring boy started to crawl through the little natural
·
tunnel.
It was quite unlikely that the Comanches knew of the
existence of such a place, and unless they found the ditch
at the very place where it continued under the roots, earth
and moss, they would not think of looking for him there.
Wild found the place amply large enogh to permit his
crawling through. and when he got about twenty feet into
the place the noise made by the Indians sounded rather
distant.
"This is a great hiding-place," he thought. "One thing,
if they find out I am here they cannot shoot me from the
other end, for the watercourse is too crooked for that. They
could make it interesting, though, and it would only be a
question of time before they would have me. But I am
going to take my chances, and--"
He stopped abruptly, for at that instarit a growl came
to his ears.
Then, right ahead of him, at a distance of not more than
three feet, he saw two gleaming eyeballs that shone like
coals of fire.
The daring boy knew what the growl and the shining
eyes meant.
He had crawled into the lair of a wildcat.
Young Wild West had his knife ready in an instant.
He did not want to feel the claws of the animal he had
disturbed, if he could help it.
A wildcat is a bad thing to fight in the dark, more especially in such close quarters as that.
The boy put his left arm forward to shield his face, and
held his knife ready.
The growl sounded again, and then the animal leaped
upon him.
It was just about to bury its teeth in his arm when-Thud!
The knife sank to the hilt in its bcidy.
Wild had judged well in the dark, for the knife pierced
the wildcat's heart.
With a fierce yowl that died away in a faint hiss, the
animal fell to the ground.
Wild did not know whether the Indians outside had heard
the cat's death-cry or not. · He only thought just then of
the narrow escape he had from a terrible biting and scratching.
But when he lay still for a moment, his ears on the alert.
he became satisfied that the redskins had not noticed the
noise.
If they had heard it they no doubt thought it came from
some place in the distance.
Wild concluded to remain right where he was until the
excitement died out.
Fainter and fainter grew the sounds above him, an<l he
soon was able to hear nothing more than the guttural V•Jices
in conversation.
The boy was wondering whether Charlie and the. guide
had got safely away or not.
He waited for a full ten minutes before he made a move,
and then he began slowly going back to the place he had
started from.
As he came to the opening he paused and listened.
Then it was that he heard the sounds of rapid firing in
the distance.
"They have attacked the camp, I guess," he thought.
"Well, I'll get back there and give them a lift, l guess."
Suiting the action to the word, he began crawling along
the watercourse.
Though he could hear some of the Comanches dangerously close to him, none came to find him, and soon he
left the ditch and proceeded to the place where he had left
the sorrel stallion.
It so happened that the redskins had not Proceeded in
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that direction, and a low whinny told him that the.. intelligent animal \vas waiting for him.
Fifteen seconds later Young Wild West was at the side
of his horse.
.
He patted him on the neck and then mounted.
"Now for the camp, Spitfire, old fellow.!" he exclaimed.
"We have got work ahead of us, It seems strange that we
should have things so easy for the past · few days, aJ;l.d then
get our lively times all in a bunch. But· that's the way it
goes. It is al! or nothing."
Out on the grassy plain he went and then straight for
the spot where the cracking of rifles could be heard, ·
Wild did not intend to go right up in the rear of the
attacking Indians.
·
He might be hit by a bullet from his own friends if he
did that.
He shot off to the left and began to work arqund them
as he came within rifle shot.
He knew that less 'than half the Comanches were there;
anyway, so did not fear for the safety of those there, if
Charlie and the guide had got back.
But he thought they surely had, for the shots that were
being fired did not all come from one side.
·
When the daring boy had worked around ·so he would
be out of range of the bullets fired from the camp, he threw
his rifle to his shoulder and waited for the flashes of the
firearms the Indians had.
The red demons had dismounted, and were evidently sneaking up under the cover of darkness. .
_
This made them rather difficult targets for those inside
the log breastworks, but from ·where -Wild was they made a
good target.
Crack!
He fired, and a death-yell was the immediate result.
Then Wild cried out to his pal'.tners, to let them know
where he was.
Crack!
He fired again.
Again a redskin fell.
This turned the tide in favor of the besieged party right
away.
.
The Comanches beat a retreat anti made for their horses.
Crack! Crack! Crack!
Wild fired three shG--ts at them ' and then rode for the
camp.
"Here I am!" he called out. "Don't mistake me for a
redskin."
"Great gimlets!" cried the voice of Cheyenne Charlie.
"Did you get away from 'em, Wild? Whoopee! Whoopee!"
Jim and the old guide joined in the . shouting, and the
Indians retreated all the faster.
Wild dismounted as he rode up.
"Well, I am glad you all got back safe," he said: "Now
we have got all the information we want about the redskins. We will simply stay here until daylight, and if they
don't annihilate us before -that time, then '·
will have a
better chance with them."
"You don't think thev ,vill be able to get at us, do you?"
asked Jackson Clay a~xiously.
"Not unless they all come in a ,bunch, and don't care how
many they lose while g-aining their point." he replied. '/But
I hardly think they will do anythip.g like that. They have
been taught a pretty good lesson by this time."
"Yes, an' they've got my old rifle, which I wouldn't have
took a hundred dollars fur," spoke up Lop 'l;'erhune.
"They've got mine, too, an' my shooters an' knife," added
Charlie. "But we've got two of their ponies in exchange
for our shootin' irons an' knives."
"There ain't much consolation in that, since we ain't got
no use for the ponies," answered the guide.
"We may have use for them, though, before we get out
of this," answered Wild. "Anyhow, we have plenty of firearms and ammunition', I guess. Mr. Clay, you had better
advise your wife and daughter to get what sleep they can.
We won't be troubled with the redskins right away."
"I am glad to hear you say that!" exclaimed Clay.
Being tired out, he werit to sleep also.
But the rest remained awake and on the alert for danger.
The hours flitted by, and soon midnight came.
"I reckon we ain't goin' ter have no rain, after all," remarked the scout. "There's some stars comin' out."
This was indeed ·the case.
"Well, it a1·e jest as wel,l," said Terhune. "I don't want
to see no rain afore we git to where we're bo.und/'
It was· just about half an hour before daylight when

we
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Young Wild West heard a suspicious sound juc t outside· the
barricade of logs.
.
"Get ready for business!" he whispered to his compamons.
"I have an idea that the redskins have sneaked up and
mean to make a rush on us."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when a fierce
yell broke the stillness, and the next instant all was in confusion.
It was not quite what might be called a surprise, howevei', and the Indians did not gain the advantage they expected to by the move.
As they strove to force their way over the logs they were
met by a rain of bullets from four determined deadshots.
For the space of five minutes nothing could be heard but
the cracking of firearms.
The smoke became so thick that it was difficult for our
friends to distinguish one from another.
But Young- Wild West kept cheering them on, and gradually the redskins drew back.
_ "They didn't do it, ther measly coyotes!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, as he finished reloading the chambers of the ·
revolver he had been using with such good effect. "It was
putty near a case of hand-to-hand fight, but they couldn't
reach."
"Give it to them, boys!" shouted Wild. "It will soon be
rh:~g~~- ,,and then we will stand a goo1 show of beating
The Indians must have become sick of their barg-ain, for
they withdrew from the attack, leaving several . dead and
wom1ded behind them.
.
When daylight finally came our hero ventured to take
a look around.
Within six feet of the logs lay a dead Comanche and a
littlP. farth<>r away others could be seen.
The wounded had manag-ed to crawl away.
"A few determined fellows can do a whole lot, you see,
Mr. Clay," he s:,.id; smiling at the pale face of the man.
"Yes, a few like you would be able to whip a regiment,
I think," was the retort. "Young Wild West, you have
saved us so far, and if you only manage to keen the Indians
from until we _get to a i:;llfP. place I will give you every,
dollar I have in the wor]d!"
"You won't do that, my friend, because I would not take
a cent from you. I am not built of that kind of material."
"Your thanks will be sufficient," spoke up Jim Dart.
"Well, you know you have my thanks-right from the
heart."
"Yes, we know it. That is why we have made up our
minds to see you safely through."
As it grew lifrhter our friends could see that they were
safe for the present, anyway, for there was not a live redskin in sight.
"Go ahead and get the breakfast, Mrs. Clay," said Wild.
"Act just as though nothing had happened out of_ the or1inary. You were treated to a storm of bullets a httle while
ago, but the s~orm is ovei:,. anq, in a little while the sun
will be up, bright and shmmg.
. ,, _
"It is a wonder to me how any of us are ahve ! spoke
up little Hazel Clay. "Where did all the bulletn fired by the
Indians go to ? "
"A lot of 'em is buried in ther logs," answered Cheyenne
Cha'r lie "but more · of 'em jest whistled through ther air
an' dropped somewheres back in ther woods."
"Well, you are just lovely-all of you."
This produced a laugh.
"Yon think we are lovely because we wouldn't let the
Indians shoot us, eh?" said Wild.
"Yes."
·
"Well it wouldn't do for us to let the red fiends get hold
of you ~r your mother, you know. We had to do something
desperate."
·.
"Well, you know how to do it, Mr. West. When I g-et
grown up I want to find some young man just about like
you to be mY beau!"
"That will do, Hazel!" spoke up the mother quickly. "You
shouldn't think of such things yet."
"I don't care. I mean it," was the little girl 1s reply.
CHAPTER . VI.
OUR FRIENDS MEET FOUR WHITE MEN.

Brerkfast ,,"vas cooked and eaten at the camp, while one
of our friends kept a strict watch for the appearance of
the Comanches.
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There were four white men sitting around it, as thouc-h
"Ther redskins will want ter bury ther dead, so I reckon
we'd better move on as soon as we kin," said Cheyenne cooking · something.
11.u-s. Clay gave a cry of joy when she saw that they wer ~
•
Charlie.
"Yes," nodded Wild. "It is a rather long pull we have of the same color as our friends.
But Young Wild West did not like the looks of the fo cir
got to make throu15h this woods. But before we go I think
I will relieve some of the dead ones of their togs. We can't strange.rs.
'l'h ey were very rough and dirty in appearance, and had
tell, b.ut it might be that we should want a disguise or two,
,
and we can find enough on them to rig one or two of us up something of a hunted look.
They were evidently from some ranch, by their dress
like redskins, I guess. We have got two Indian ponies, and,
dressed up as Comanches, we may be able to get near enough and it stl"Uck our hero that they acted as though , they L::-.J
now and then to keep in touch with what they intend to · run away for some reason.
He did not speak his thoughts aloud, but led the way
do. I am satisfied that they will pursue us, though."
straight to the four men.
Our hero went out and soon got what he wanted.
When they heard our friends coming the four jumped t6
Then Jim asked to be allowed to make himself up as al\
their feet in alarm and drew their revolvers.
Indian and go out and see what the band was doing.
But when they saw the wagon approaching they quickiy
It did not take him long to put on the disguise.
Mrs. Clay and her daughtel· were much interested in the changed their manner.
"Hello, strangers!" one of them called out. "Where are
proceeding, and they almost forgot the danger they were
yer from?"
in while watching Jim.
"All the way from Ohio," answered Jackson Clay. "We
Dart was soon ready, and then, glad of the chance to get
are very glad to run across men of our own color, too."
a little exercise, he went off.
"Yer didn't come all ther way from Ohio with that outfit,
In about twenty minutes he c~me back with the information that. the Comanches were' about ready to break up did yer-?" asked the man.
"No; we bought this at Santa Fe."
camp.
Wild rode up near the men and dismounted.
"They are waiting for us to start, I think," he added.
"Which way are you fellows going?" he queried.
"I caught one of them spying on us. I believe I could al."Straight ahead," was the reply,
most have mingled among them in this disguise."
"Well, I will advise you not to, then. Over forty Co"Well, if they are waiting for us to start we might as
well go ahead," said Wild. "There is no need for our stay- manches are . following us, and they mean business, too."
"Git out!" and the four men looked at each other in dising. here any longer, for there is no telling when anybody
will come along this way to give us a lift out of the trouble may.
"That's ;right, pard!" spoke up Lop Terhune. "We've
we are in. Fill up your water barrel, Mr. Clay, and we
will be off. Every mile now is so much nearer to your had a tough time of it since yisterday afternoon. Ther Cois on ther warpath fur fair. We've cleaned out
manches
brother's ranch."
The preparations for a hasty departure were soon com- twelve or fourteen of 'em since they first jumped onto us."
"You must be lucky, then," observed another of the four.
pleted.
Then Wild and Charlie mounted their horses and rode "A whole crowd of In.iuns after you like that, an' you
cleaned out so many without gettin' touched yerselves-I
ahead to pick up a route through the timber.
reckon you must be nothin' short of wonders."
·
"Well,' that's jest what Young Wild West an' his pards
There was no such a thing as attempting- to hide their
trail. If the Indians wanted to follow them, which they ·is-wonders!"
"Which is Young Wild West?"
certai_nly would do, they had plain sailing, to use the ex~
"I happen to be him," retorted our hero, looking at the
pr~:s:~~ a little difficult at the start, but they. soon found
man, who was a big, raw-boned fellow.
"You're ther feller what has got ther name of havin'
a deer path, and, following this, they worked along at a
_ t so many outlaws, horse thieves an' sich like,
pretty good gait, only having to cut down a sapling .now cleaned ou
and then.
ain't yer?"
"Well, I might have that name. I have helped to put
For two hours they continued on their way without seedown a whole lot of the class of people you just mentioned.
ing anything of their copper-hued foes.
Clay and his wife began to grow hopeful that they would You see, I always stand for what is right, and I'll go my
whole length to help a fellow who is in the right. But,
not be bothered by them again.
But Wild and his partners knew better, and so did the when it comes to dealing with outlaws and others who can't
behave themselves, I generally make it a point to teach
guide.
·
After what had happened, unless a troop· of cavalry or a them to be good."
"You;re a putty soon fellow fur a boy."
band of cowboys came along to interfere, the Comanches
"Yes, that is what a great many say," and Wild smiled,
would be doubly anxious to be revenged upon the palefaces.
They had lost a dozen or more braves in the two fights, as though he felt pleased at the remark.
"You kin shoot putty straight, too, so I've heard," went
and that would certainly urie them on.
"This woods is bigger than I had any idea of," said Wild on the man.
"Yes, pretty straight. I can !Ut a bull's-eye now and
to the guide, as they halted for a moment or two.
"Yes, I reckon we've come too far to the south to get then, and so can my two partners here."
"Maybe you could give me lessons in shootin' ?"
out," W l!-S the reply. "Up a few miles it ain't more'n five
.
"Quite likely."
miles through it."
Wild saw that the man was trymg to make him look
"Well, we have traveled more than ten now, and there
are no signs of it coming to an end yet. Jim, suppose you small, but . he did not mind it much.
However, he was ready to give him a surprise at any
climb a tree and take a look around."
·
time.
"Certainly, Wild."
"How many Indians did you shoot yerself since ther CoDart was' off his horse and to a tree in short order.
The boy was a nimble climber, and he went up like a cat. manches got afteT ye?" went on the man.
"I don't know exactly. It was pretty dark last night."
He did not stop until he reached the top, either.
"Do you know that you shot one?"
Then he took a good look around and came · down.
"See here! I didn't come her e to answer a whole lot
"Everything is woods, as far as I can see," he said. "But
I noticed the smoke from a campfire about ·two miles ahead of impertinent questions. What difference does it make to
you whether I shot a redskin or not? You don't want me
of · us."
"More Indians, most likely," ventured Clay, };!is counte- to shoot you, do you?"
"Wow!" retorted the man, jumping up and looking at
nance falling.
"I hardly think so," answered our hero. "It is not likely the boy in astonishment. "You shoot me? Why, I wouldn't
that the~ are Comanches, anyhow, and that means that let yer!"
"Well, perhaps you wouldn't. But just cease askin' me
they wi11 be peaceful ones, if they are redskins.'_'
so many questions about myself. You haven't told us who
"I hope they are."
you are yet.''
"We will push on and see."
"Well, I'll tell yer, then. I'm Lev Crary, an' I'm a
They started off again, and rapidly neared the point
mighty bad man when I get started."
where Jim had seen the smoke.
"Don't get started now, then. The Comanches are liable
There happened to be a thin growth in the timber right
to show up at any time, and then we will need you to heln
there. and they soon were able to see the fire.
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us fight them off. If you are so bad, you ought to be able
to make a big hole in the ranks of the redskins, for if you
can fight as well as you talk you must be a good one."
Lev Crary, as he announced himself to be, was just going to make some angry retort to this when the crack of a
,:rifle sounded and a bullet whizzed past his ear. "Look
"Wow!" he yelled, dropping down out of sight.
·
out>! Ther Injuns is after us!"
Young Wild West cast a quick glance ahead and saw a
gully, irt which were more than half a dozen horses.
There were rocks and boulders there, and he knew it would
be a good place to make a stand against the Indians.
"This way!" he exclaimed, as another shot :rang out.
The wagon was hustled into the gully in short order,
and with it went all hands, including the four strangers,
who scarcely took time to gather up their belongings.
The Comanche warwhoop now rang out, and then a volley
was fired.
But our friends had :reached the shelter of the rocks and
that which the sloping bank afforded, so the rain of bullets
did not touch them.
"Give them fits, boys!" cried Young Wild West. "They
must mean business, or they would not have tackled us.
Let every shot tell, now! Don't waste any!"
Out from behind the trees and across the little spot that
was almost clear came the redskins.
There must have been fully forty of them, and they
rushed forward· with a sort of reckless determination.
Eight rifles cracked, and, as the majority of them were
Tepeaters, they kept it up.
This was too much for even forty hostile Indians.
They fell back to the cover of the trees in a hm-ry, leaving their dead and dying where they fell. '
But our friends kept the bullets going as long as there
was a target in sight.
"I guess another try like that will convince them that
they had better let us alone," declared Wild, as he saw that
the Indians were not going to renew the attack just yet.
"You ought to be very thankful that you met us," spoke
up Lev Crary.
Wild had noticed that the man had acted so frightened
whi.le he was shooting that it was doubtful if any of his
shots had taken effect.
"We are thankful," he said, nodding- to the fellow. "I
think you did the most· of that yourself."
"Well, I reckon I done a little more than my share. I
dropped three what I knows of."
"You have got a pretty good eye to pick out the ones
you hit when a volley is being fil·ed. ~ut never mind!
We gave the red fiends more than they wanted, anyhow."
"An' if it hadn't been for us they'd have g-obbled you
up!" persisted the 1·aw-boned man, who claimed to be "bad."
"What would have happened to you i.f we had not been
here?" asked Wild, who could stand the fellow's insolence
no longer.
"It would have been jest about ther same as it is now;
ther Injuns would have been glad ter git away."
"They would, eh? Well, in my opinion, one of the chiefs
would have had your scalp hanging from his belt about
now. You were so badly scared when the scrimmage was
going on that you couldn't hold your gun steady. Shut up
your blowing now and behave yourself. We have met so
many big bluffers like you .that we get tired the moment we
hear such talk as yours."
The fellow uttered an oath and took a step toward the
boy.
Whack!
Our hero stl'llck him a flat-handed blow and sent him
sprawling over a rock.
"Now you behave yourself, or I'll hurt you!" he said
coolly.
· The three companions of the bad man looked amazed.
But not one of them made a move to take his part.
Crary got up and then sat down upon the rock in silence.
"He's all r~ght now/' said Cheyenne Ch~rqe, turning to
Mrs. Clay with a grin. "You mustn't mmd such things,
missus; sometimes a man makes a fool of himself, you
know, and this is a case of it. Lev Crary is one of ther
·
most harmless critters on ther earth."
Jim Dart, who was keeping a sharp watch on the Indians,
suddenly exclaimed:
"They are working their way further back. They don't
mean to bother us right away, I guess."
"Good enough!" answered Wild. "We will start ahead
a.e:ain, then."
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CHAPTER VII.

THE PURSUING COMANCHES GAIN A ST:lONG POINT.

"Where are yer bound fur?" asked one of the· three men,
who had said but very little and who now showed great
Cl
k
d
anxiety.
ay.
"We are going to Clay's ranch," answere Jae son
.
"Do you know where it is?"
Then it was that all four men looked at each other m a
peculiar way.
"Yes, we knows where it is," said the man who ha_d
asked the question, speaking slowly. "We knows where it
is, fur that's where we are frum."
As he said this Crary leaped to his feet.
"What are yer tellin' all our business fur?" he demanded
.
excitedly.
"Well, 'cause I think it's ther best thing te:r do," was the
:reply. "We can't very well go on, kin we? We might as
well go back an' take ther horses with us. They belongs
to Clay, don't they-? We... ain't goin' ter git inter trouble
with ther redskins on account of a dozen horses-I guess
not! I'm goin' right back to ther ranch with th~se people
-that is, if they will let me."
' "You can go," spoke up Wild, nodding to ·t he fellow.
"To tell the truth, you are the best one in the four, if I
am any judge. What have you been doing, stealing horses?"
"Yes," exclaimed the man bluntly, while his companions
looked ·aghast.
"What are yer talkin' that way fur, Bill Wilburn?" de·
mancled one of them.
"I want to teli the truth, that's all," was the dogged rejoinder.
"Yer want to git us all hung, I reckon!'
"No! I don't believe these folks would do anythin' ter
git us in trouble. We run off with ther horses, an' we was
goin' ter sell 'em ther first chance we got. Now, s'pose we
take 'em back to the i-anch? It ain't likely that we'd be
hung fer that, would we? The horses was strayed off, an'
we was sent ter look fur 'em, wasn't we?'~
,
The three nodded in the affirmative.
"An' Lev Crary suggested that it would be a good idea
to quit ther ranch an' take ther horses with us, since we'd
jest been paiJ off."
Crary shrugged his shoulders uneasily and looked at
Young Wild West.
At this juncture Cheyenne Charlie put a word in.
"What are you goin' ter do, you measly coyote, go on
with ther horses, or take 'em back to ther ranch?" he asked,
looking Crary in the eyes. ,
"Take 'em back to ther ranch," was the quick reply.
"It's a good thing you've made up yer mind to that, fur
you'd have gone back all right, 'cause we'd have took you.
We never let a man get away with another man's property,
not if we know it."
· "Get the horses together and move!" spoke up Wild.
"Wilburn, I will leave it to you to keep the three in line.
You seem to be a pretty good sort of a fellow. If you all
behave yourselves until you get to Clay's ranch, the chances
are that you will be allowed to move on in some other direction without being punished. Now, then, forward, all hands.
We must get away from the redskins."
Jackson Clay started the team on the wagon, and with
the P.'uide in tb.e lead they went on.
The horse thieves hurriedly mounted, and then led the
horses along after them.
As our friends had the two Indian ponies hitched to the
back of the wagon, they were now plentifully supplied with
horseB, in case an emergency a;rrived.
"How far have we got to go through this woods b~fore
we strike the open prairie?" Wild asked the fellow who had
been called Bill Wilburn.
"About twenty miles yet," was the reply. "Or you can
shoot off to the north a little an' strike· ther prairie in less
than ten miles. This is ther quickest way, though. You
kin git through with ther wagon, all right, because we had
no trouble in comin' along with ther bunch of horses."
"We'll stick to the woods, then!" exclaimed Wild.
They did not halt until it was about one o'clock.
On the· way Charlie and Jim shot some partridges, and
Mrs. Clay had them all ready to broil when they halted.
They had plenty of other meat, so there was nothing lack_,.,,
ing to make a good meal of.
What pleased our friends greatly was the fact that the
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The little girl saw that they \vere Indians, and she gave
woman could make such good bread of the fl.our and meal
a scream and fainted, falling right into the arms of one
they had in their stores.
Bread tastes very good to those who cannot always get it. of them.
The Comanches had been sneaking up to the camp for
And the better the quality. the better it is apt to taste.
Young Wild West took good care to halt in a place where the purpose of finding out what chances they would have
they would be protected somewhat in case the Comanc.hes in attacking the palefaces, and something had happened
that was just to their liking.
followed them up and made another attack on them.
They had ·captured, one of the party.
An hour from the time they stopped for dinner they
The braves had their horses close by, and, mounting them,
started on their way again.
It was rather slow work getting along through the forest, they rode off with the little girl.
The next minute they came upon the three villains with
as the mule team often got stuck with the wagof, on acthe horses.
count of so much undergrowth and the uneven ground.
"It's all right, redskins!" said Lev Crary. "We've stole
"We'll camp right down at ther edge · of ther woods tonight," said Cheyenne Charlie, "an' then, if everythin' is them horses fur yer, an' we want ter join with yer. We
all right in ther mornin', we'll make a beeline for Clay's don't like them other folks we've left."
It was probably a, lucky thing that it was an Indian who
·
ranch an' git there afore dark."
.
"It sounds good to hear you say that," observed Mrs. understood English well that Crary spoke to.
Clay. "I only hope that what you say comes to pass."
The Comanches had just been ready to open fire on the
"If ther Comanches have stopped pursuin' us we'll do horse thieves.
it, an' don't yer fergit it!" exclaimed Terhune.
But a word from the leader of the redskins stopped them.
"Oh, yes!" spoke up Wilburn. "You kin make it easy
"Palefaces come on with horses," he said.
afore dark ter-morrer night."
They were now a good two hundred yards away, and as
came
o'clock
five
when
and
way,
Nothing happened on the
yet no one had -started in pursuit.
they were at the· edge of the woods.
Young Wild West had started on foot to catch the Indian
they
morning
the
in
Since the fight with the Comanches
pony, but had not been quick enough.
had seen nothing of them.
When he heard the little girl scream he had no idea that
But Wild was satisfied that they would not give up yet. she had been captured by the Indians.
They would be bound to get revenge for the warriors they
But when he ran to the spot and was Just in time to hear
had lost.
the sounds of receding hoofs, he kriew something serious
durwell
themselves
The four horse thieves had behaved
had happened.
ing the day, but it was not because all of. them wanted to.
But, let us follow the three villains and the Comanche,;.
anytrusted,
have
would
Wild
Wilburn was the ·only man
The Indian camp was not far away, for the red fienrls
how.
had been following the trail all day with a dogged tenacity.
and
halt
a
to
came
And he was right, too, for as they
They ,y-ere simply hoping to get a good chance to wipe
were hobbling the hQrses, Lev Crary told the other two out the little band of palefaces, and ,they would follow them
he
as
do
to
upon
depend
whom he was quite sure he could
as long as it was possible for them to do so.
wanted them to, that he was not going to take the chances
The camp was in a little hollow less than a mile from
of going back to the ranch.
where ou,r friends had located for the night.
of
one
as-ked
Lev?"
then,
"What are yer goin' ter do,
Consequently, it was quite an easy thing for them to get
them.
there before they could be overtaken by any one from the
reply.
the
was
band,"
"Quit ther camp an' join ther Injun
camp of the whites.
"Do yer think thry would take us in with them?" asked
The braves gave a shout of triump};i as they drove the
the other eagerly.
horse thieves and the horses ahead of them.
t1uee
we
if
so,
reckon
should
I
"Take us in with 'em? Well,
Dog gave a guttural gnmt and looked iust the least
Slow
,
got."
we've
horses
was ter give up ther
when he saw what the half dozen spies had ·
surnrised
bit
the
up
spoke
that,"
all
for
"But they mightn't, though,
accomplished.
first fellow.
"Paleface little girl!" he exc!aimed; "three paleface men;
"You jest leave it ter me. If you wanter go, jest say so.
of horses. The braves of the Comanches are great!
ple1,1ty
all
Injuns,
ther
with
friends
I'll guarantee that we'll make
do much!"
can
They
right."
The half dozen redskins looked pleased at the compli"Oh, we want to go!" exclaimed the pair of them.
and then the leader explained how the three white
"All right, then. We'll let Wilburn go on to ther ranch ment,wanted
to stay with them, as they did :not like the palemen
anyhow."
good,
with this crowd. He's no
been with, and had brought the horses as a
had
they
faces
us."
on
back
goin'
fur
lickin'
"No; he oughter git a good
chief.
the
to
present
conversation
this
on
carry
to
The three had managed
Slow Dog nodded.
without being seen by our friends.
"Paleface men heap much all right!" he said in his
They acted as though the last thing they thought of was
broken way to Lev Crary and his two associates. "They
leaving, and even Wild did not dream of such a thing.
But, after the evening meal was over and the shades of stay with Comanches as long as they want to."
There was no one that the old chief had to consult with
night began to fall, the villains got ready to carry out their
now, since the younger one had perished in the attack on
plan.
They knew it would be no easy thing for them to get our friends the night before.
What Slow Dag said was now law.
the stolen horses away, but they meant to risk it, however.
He ordered the little girl to be placed inside Qf a little
But it turned out that they did not have so much trouble,
tent made of blankets and a guard placed over her.
after all.
"Keep paleface girl until she get big; then she make
Y.oung Wild West and his friends paid little attention to
for some young man," he rema:rked.
the outside horses, probably thinking that there were enough squaw
Then he walked around the camp and gave orders that
to take care of them without their help.
must be kept, as he felt that the palefaces
The camp had been made as secure as possible, in case a stricttrywatch
and rescue the little girl.
of an attack, and Hazel Clay was petting one of the ponies might
Crary and the other two villains thought that they ha.ri
that had been taken from the Comanches, when the three done
a smart thing, indeed.
rascals sneaked off and untied their own horses and the
They would not have to go back to the ranch and suffer
twelve they had stolen.
The pony must have heard them as they went away with the humiliation of being ordered to leave that part of the
the horses, for it sniffed 1lhe air and started off after them. country.
They were now as free as the air they breathed-so they
But the worst part of it was that the little girl was on its
thought. As long as they rem~ned friendly with the Coback just then.
Her father had been learning her to ride the animal, manches they could do as they pleased.
They had no difficulty in making friends with the redwhich was one of the very gentle sort, to all appearances.
had
Out into the darkness went the pony, the girl clinging skins, for as soon as the Indians had learned that they they
to the bridle-rein and mane, too frightened to attempt to run away from the very ones they had been pursuing,caliber
took it that the three palefaces were of the same
hold it in or turn around.
The pony had not gone more than fifty yards when half as themselves.
The villains set at work and helped them strengthen the
a dozen forms rose from the bushes before it and caught
camP. and they did it willingly, for they knew if they 1tot
th., animal bv the head.
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Followed by the scout, he hurried along as fast as he
in the grasp of Young Wild West agai~ their chances would
.
could, without making any noise.
be mighty slim.
In a couple of minutes the two had reached a point that
·'We coul<;ln't have struck any better luck than this," said
Crary. "Now, then, I reQkon we'll soon be able ter make overlooked the hollow.
They could see the camp of the Comanches.
money without workin', even if we did give ther horses we
But that was not all they saw.
stole away."
The three white men, who had been at their own camp
but a short time before, were there, also; and they appeared
to be perfectly at home.
CHAPTER VIII.
Wild took in all · that was to be seen.
It so happened that the little girl had been placed in the
WILD PROMISES TO SA VE- THE LITTLE GIRL.
tent just before our two friends got in view of the camp,
When Young Wild West heard the sounds of rapidly re- so they were unable to see her.
But our hero was well satisfied that she was there.
treating hoofs he turned and ran back to the camp.
Charlie, however, was of the opinion that she might have
He did not want to let Clay and his wife know that in
all probability the Comanches had got hold of their daugh- fallen from the pony, and was lying somewhere near where
ter, but he meant to do everything that lay in his power they had found the pony, in a state of unconsciousness.
Wild gave in to him, and they both went back and searched
to save her.
"Come, Charlie!" he cried. "There is no telling how around for her.
But she was not to be found.
far that poi,y may take the girl. We will go after her.
Then they turned and went back to the Indian camp again.
The rest of you stay here and don't be alarmed."
They found it so well guarded by the redskin sentries
The mother was about to go into hysterics when she heard
that it was next to an impossibility to g~t into it.
this, but by a great effort she calmed herself.
They crouched behili1d a rock, watching for nearly half
Wild and the scout hurriedly ran to their horses.
Then they suddenly noticed that the horses the horse an hour.
Then they heard a scream in .a childish voice, and the
thieves had taken from the Clay ranch were no longer there.
A glance about the camp and our hero saw that only next instant the little girl came running out of the tent.
The child had evidently just come to from her fainting
one of the men was there.
spell, and, realizing that she was in a strange place, she had
·
It was Wilburn.
.
rushed out, screaming.
He called him over.
But she had not taken more than three steps when she
"Where's the rest of your gang?" the boy asked, looking
was caught by one of the braves and carried back to the tent.
at the man keenly.
"Now we know where she is, Charlie," said Wild.
But there was nothing but blank amazement depicted on
"That's right," was the reply. "I was mistaken in my
the man's face when he realized that his three companions
calculations."
and the horses were gone.
"Well, there is no chance to get her away .iust now. There
"I don't )mow," he said, looking about him helplessly.
"They've lit out!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, in a low is only one way to do it, anyhow, I think."
"What way is that, Wild?"
tone. "An', Wild, you kin bet that they took ther little girl
"We will g·o back to the camp and get the guide to go
with them. It wasn't ther Injuns, after all."
on with the wagon and Clay and his wife. They must start
Wild was puzzled.
so they will get ·a big lead-say two or !hree hour.s' lead.
But he had no time to figure out the thing.
"Let's go and get them," he said. "I am going to de- Then the rest of us will come back here.
liver those horses to their owner, if all three of the scoun"An' what then?"
"I will get around to the other side of the Indians' camp,
drels have to go down in order to accomplish it! And th-e
and then you, Jim and Wilburn I(lust open fire on the redchild must be found, too! Come on, Charlie!"
skins from the saddle, so you will have a chance to get
ThE\ two mounted and started on the trail.
They had not gone more than a couple of hundred yards away when they start for you."
when they came upon a riderless steed.
"Yes."
"Then I will manage to get hold of the little girl in the
. It was the Indian pony Clay had been teachins, Hazel to
confusion and I will swing off to the right and overtake
nde.
The animal was cropping the grass, having managed to you. Spltfire will carry me and the child, all right, and
there won't be any of the redskins who will catch us, either,
escape being caught when the redskins grabbed the girl.
As soon as they were certain that it was the pony our once we get a little start."
"I reckon that's a fine plan, Wild."
two friends rode on, leaving it there.
"It is about the only way I see to get her, Charlie."
It was quite easy for their horses to follow the trail, and,
"Well, let's go back an' start ther rest of 'em off, then."
as it was starlight, they could see the trampled undergrowth
·
"All right."
here and there where the trees were thin.
They took another look at the redskins' camp and then
Our two friends rode as fast as they could for two or
three minutes and then came to a halt to take their bearings. made their way back to their horses.
Mounting, they rode back to camp.
It was well that they did so, for, had they kept on a
Both Clay and his wife were very much ag-itated when
hundred yards further, they would have come right upon
they saw them coming.
the camp of the Comanches.
"Couldn't you find hel' ?" asked the man tremulously.
Luckily for them, they had been riding over very soft
"Yes, we found her, but we can't get her just yet," reground, and the hoofbeats had made little noise.
·
The sharp eyes of Young Wild West soon detected the plied our hero.
"Oh, where is she?" cried Mrs. Clay, wringing her hands
glimmer of a fire iri a hollow ahead of him.
"That don't look as though it was the three horse thieves excitedly.
"Calm yourself," said Wild. "I assure you that she is
who took the little girl, Cha1·1ie," he whispered. "There is
.
not going to be harmed. She is a prisoner in the Indian
a camp down there."
camp; but they will not harm a hair of her head. They
"Great gimlets! I reckon you're right, Wild."
"I had no idea tl:rat the redskins were so close by. But are simply holding her to spite us. We will get her, never
it must be them, for the three men have not been away from fear."
"Oh, oh!" and then the poor woman fainted.
us long enough to start a fire. And, another thing, they
It was too .much for her nervous system to stand the
wouldn't stop close to us, anyhow."
thought of her only child being in the clutches of the ter"That's right."
"We'll leave the horses I.ere and go and have a look into rible redmen.
that hollow."
It was a good hour before she was restored to anything
like a condition that would permit her to be reasoned with.
"That's ther ticket!"
·
Then Wild went up to her and said:
They dismounted, and, throwing the bridle reins over their
"Mrs. Clay, if you will do just as I say, I will restore your
horses' heads so they hung down in front of them, started
off silently through . the forest in the direction of the fire. daughter to you just as soon as possible. You must calm
Wild knew thaf if the redskins had really been the ones yourself and listen to reason now."
"Very well!" she managed to articulate. "Tell me what
who took the girl away they could not have been at the
camp very Jong, and, that being the case, there would be to do. I will do anything you say."
"That is the way to talk. Well, I have told your .iruide
more or less confusion there.
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to start from this spot at once on the way to the ranch.
When you have had a good start, so the redskins will not
be able to overtake you before you get near enough to the
ranch to keep them from coming any further, the rest of us
will get your daughter for you. I guarai,tee this."
"But you might fail."
"It will be because I die, then."
"But, can you do it?"
"I never yet undertook a thing of the kind that I did
not do."
"Very well," and she turned and wept in her husband's
arms.
"How are you goin' ter manage it?" asked Terhune, as
he harnessed the mules.
. "~asy enough;" and Wild told him of the plan he had
m view.
"It may work," and the guide shook his head. "You'll
be ther one what will run ther risk of bein' ·caught, though."
"Of course. But you- .must remember that there is not
a horse living that can catch my sorrel stallion. He is the
very wind itself in times of danger."
"Well, I hope you have good luck., I'm goin' ter put fur
ther ranch jest as fast as I kin git ther mules ter go. We've
got a level prairie ahead of us now, and there won't be no
cause for ther beasts to lag."
The hitching up was soon completed, and ,then the wagon
set out through the night, the guide riding alongside and
the remaining Indian pony being led behind it.
"It are too bacl that ther little gal ain't here with us,"
said the guide to his employer. "I reckon this is about ther
safest way to git out of ther difficulty, though."
"But Young Wild West will save her-I feel confident of
it," i-etorted the man, shaking his head decisively.
"Oh, do you really think so, Jackson?" cried his wife.
"I surely do, Agnes," he i-etorted. "I have seen enough
of Young Wild West to make me believe that he can do
anything when he once makes up his mind to it."
"I reckon you're right," spoke up Terhune. "I wouldn't
worr~ about ther lfttle gal, Mrs. Clay. One thing, ther
redskms won't be apt ter hurt her, anyhow. They'll jest
hold her a while ter git square with us fur shootin' so many
of their crowd."
The · outfit pushed on, hardly stopping the long night
.
through.
When daylight came Terhune was satisfied that they were
not .so very far from the ranch.
The first thing he saw when he scanned the prairie to the
westward was a score of horsemen riding toward them.
They were cowboys; he could see that at a glance:
"Hooray!" he cried, waving his hat. "Now, I reckon we're
.al! right."
Clay and his wife soon saw the cowboys coming, and then
they felt a little easier.
It struck them both that these men would go back, and
if Young Wild West had not . rescued their l.Pttle daughter,
they would help him to do it.
The cowboys saw the wagon and headed straight for it
at a gallop.
When they reached it, who should ride up to the wagon
·
but the brot4er of Jackson Clay!
The brothers embraced, 'and then, when Mrs. Clay had
been introduced, the story of their exciting adventure was
told in a few words.
"So Young Wild West has contracted to get the little girl,
eh?" said the ranchman. "Well, I have never met the
boy, but, from what I have heard said about him, he is one
of the sort who always keeps his word. We left the ranch
early this morning to hunt down four rascals who rode
over this way with a dozen of my best horses. Didn't see
anything of them, did you?"
"I reckon we did!" exclaimed the guide.
Then he told all about how they had come upon the four
men, and how three of them had departed the night before
with the horses and took up with the Comanches.
"So Bill Wilburn was sorry for what he did, and was
willing to come back, was he?" observed Ranchman Clay.
"Well, he's all right, Bill is! But ~he other fellows had
better look out. For, if we get close enough, they are going
to get some hot lead!"
The cowboys uttered a ringing cheer at this.
In that part of the country a horse thief stood no show
whatever.
Mrs. Clay was now in a more easier frame ·o f m,ind.
Though sti}l much worried over her daughter, she now
felt that i,he would be 1·estored to her.
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"Look over there, boss!" cried one of the cowboys suddenly. "Ther timber is afire, as sure as you're born."
All eyes were turned in the direction indicated, and, sure
enough, a dense smoke could be seen sweeping over the
prairie.
CHAPTER IX.
WAITING FOR THE CHANCE.

As soon as the wagon· left the place where they had been
in . camp Young Wild West turned to his companions and
said:
"Now, then, to go and take a look at the camp of the
redskirls. The little girl has got to be saved!" ·
"We'd better nqt go too close, had we?" ventured Bill
Wilburn, who plainly did not like the idea of running the
risk of being caught by the Comanches.
"Oh, we won't go close enough to let them know we are
around," retorted our. hero. "We will make our temporary
headquarters about a quarter of a mile from their camp,
and once in a while one. of us can crawl up close and see how
things are going."
The cowboy seemed to l)e relieved when he heard· this.
The four now mounted their horses and rode slowly over
the trail leading to the place where the Indians were.
When they came to a convenient spot that Wild thought
was about close enough they called a halt.
"This will do, I guess," he said, in a low tone of voice.
"We are a little nearer than a · quarter of a mile, but it is
.
all right."
They all dismounted.
"I'll stay . here ~nd take care of the horses, if you don't
mind," ·said Wilburn. "I never did have much use fur fightin'
lnjuns, though I always does my best when ther tim\l
,
comes."
"All right," retorted Wild. "That will be all right."
The spot · they , had halted in was just about fifty feet
from the trail the Indians had made when they returned
to their camp with the girl captive and the three horse
thieves.
The number of horses had made a pretty plain trail, so
it was easy to follow, providing the light from the shining
stars fell upon it. ..
Wilburn was a little nervous after Wild, Jim and Cha1·1ie
had left him.
The man was heartily glad he had taken the course he
chose when he met our friends, and he was eager to get back
to the ranch and square himself with the boss.
But he did not like the thoughts of having to · fight the
.
ho~tile Comanches . ., .
"I reckon it will be all right when they tell ther boss
jest how it was,!' '·he muttered, as he sat on a stone with the
four horses before him. "Clay ain't ther man ter hold a
grudge.. I . didn't · want ter sneak off with ther horses like
that, anyhow. · But Lev Crary would have it."
·
Five minutes passed.
Then Wilburn · .suddenly· heard the cracking of a twig
under him.
He placed his hand on his revolver and waited breath.
,
.
.
lessly.
. The.next minute he saw the outline of a dark form steppmg toward the horses.
At first he thought it was one of his three companions
coming back, but, as the form stopped in a little patch
of starlight that came thi-ough a break in the foliage overhead, he saw that·· it had a tufted head,
It was an Indian!
The man remained perfectly still.
"It won't do to fire," ·thought Wilburn. "I must use
my knife on him if he goes to take ther horses. It won't
do fur me to sneak away, 'cause Young Wild West would
never furgive me if I did."
It ,vas quite evident that the prowling red man did not
know he was there, for, as soon as he had looked the four
horses over carefully he reached for the bridle of the ·near.
est one.
It happened to be the sorrel stallion owned by Young
Wild West.
Spitfire hated a redskin.
So when the brave reached for the bridle he received a
bite on the arm that drew an exclamation of pain from
him.
Then it was. that the reformed horse thief rose to hfs
feet and leaped upon him. ·
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Down went the Comanche, with the left hand of Wilburn
clutching his windpipe in a viselike grip.
'l' he warning cry that the Indian was about to utter was
cut short, but he did not give in so easily.
He grabbed his assailant, and the two rolled over on the
ground.
Part of the time Wilburn was on top, and part of the
time the Comanche was.
And all the time the white man was t rying to use his
knife.
·
Wilburn had the .advantage from the start, and, as he did
not loo~n his grip, the Comanche gradually weakened.
The cowboy soon had him just whel'e he wanted him, and
then he used his knife with telling effect.
"My!" he gasped, as he got up after it was all over.
"That was a tough fight! I didn't Jrn,ow it was in me,
blowed if I did!"
But his troubles were not over yet. ,
He had scar cely seated himself again, and was panting
from his exertions, when the hoot of an owl sounded so
near to him that he gave a start.
The direction the sound came from told him it .was not a
tree.
It was from a point behind him.
He realized that another redskin had come.
But his success with the first one nerved him for the encounter with this one.
· Again the hoot o'f an owl sounded.
It came from right behind the tree near which Wilbm;n
was standing.
·
I
The cowboy moved for the tree, khife in hand.
At that very moment a redskin appeared from around
behind it.
They both came to a halt, and stared at _ each other in
silence for the space of a second.
It was too dark for Wilburn to know exactly whether it
was a redskin or not, but the next instant a guttural gruI)t
told him that it was.
'
A sudden thought st1:uck him to answer in the same way.
"Ugh!" he exclaimed, affecting the voice of a redskin
fairly well.
But it did not satisfy the prowler, for he stepped up cautiously.
Wilburn thought he was ready for him, but he was not.
The Comanche must have discovered that he was not an
Indian, for he pounced upon him with the quickness of a
wildcat.
However, the cowboy managed to hit him in the pit of
the stomach with his fist, and that knocked the wind from
him temporarily, though it did not make him let go the
hold he had got upon W)lburn.
The · Indian had the white man by the throat this time,
so, if he was going to get out of the scrape, Wilburn had
to act quickly.
He realized the effect the blow on the stomach had upon
his opponent, so he contrived to land another in the same
place.
It was harder than the tither had been, and, much to his
joy, the red fiend released his ·hold and sank to the ground.
Wilburn did not lose an instant now.
He fell upon him before he could get his breath, and once
more he was the victor in a death struggle.
"I reckon that oughter settle it," he gasped, half aloud.
" 'Tain't likely there was any more than two of 'em out
pl'Owlin' around."
He must have been right in this conclusion, for half an
hour passed without his hearing any sounds that were out
of the ordinary.
Then he ·heard footsteps approaching, and Wild, Charlie
and Jim appeared.
"Are you there, Wilburn?" asked the voice of Dart.
"Yes, by a whole lot of good luck I'm alive, too," replied
the cowboy.
"Why, what's the trouble?" queried our hero, stepping up
to him.
"Two lnjuns was he1·e."
"Is that so?"
"Yes, an' they're here yet."
The man said this a lit tle proudly.
"You done away with 'em, then?" spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie.
"Yes, that's jest what I done. I had a tough old tir.ie
with both of 'em, too."
The scout felt around with his feet and found the two
bodies.
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"You're a wonder, Wilburn!" he exclaimed. "I did not
know it was in you."
"It was a case of me dyin' or them," was the retort.
"Either one of 'em would have killed me if I hadn't got
ther best of 'em."
Then he related just what had happened, only perhaps
making it a little stronger than it really was.
But the fact of his having met the two Comanches and
disposed of them was enough to satisfy our friends that he
was a pretty good man when it came to the point.
Thus far a good part of the band of Comanches had been
wiped out, while none of our friends had received anything
more than a scratch.
It seemed remarkable, but, when they came to think of it,
everything had turned out their way each time they had
been in close qua1·ters.
"\/I/ell," said Young Wild West, "we have made up our
mind to wait until things quiet down in the Indian camp ·
before we try for the rescue of the little girl. They are
altogether too much on the watch for something to happen
just now. There is no use in taking chances when there
isn't a ghost of a show. If we were to attack them now, I
am sa11isfied that the first thing they would do would be to
gather' in a bunch around the child. Then I would have
no show. They seemed to be guarding her more than they
usually <lo thei:r; prisoners."
"It will pay us to wait," obse-·ved the scout. "An' while
we are waitin' Clay and his wife are getting nearer the
ranch all the time."
"That's right," admitted Wilburn.
Our friends had had very little sleep the night before.
Wild felt' the need of an hour or two of rest.
"Wilburn," he said, "did you sleep pretty well last
night?"
"I slept from one o'clock until nine this mornin'," was
the reply. "You see, after we once got into camp we was
in no hurry about gittin' up, since we didn't think any one
would find out we'd skipped until mornin'."
"Well, I guess you can stand guard duty for a couple of
hours while we have a little doze, then."
"I reckon I kin."
"Good!"
Wild took the blankets he had rolled up and tied to the
back of his saddle and soon made a bed on the ground.
It was a warn1 and healthy climate they were in, so there
was not the least to be feart:d from lying on the ground.
Charlie and Jim followed their young leader's example,
the scout' admonishing the cowboy to awake them at the
least thing.
Neither of the three were afraid to go to sleep with the
Indians so near.
They might as well be getting the rest they were so much
in need of, as they felt satisfied that Wilburn was a pretty
good watchman.
If any of tJie redskins left the camp to hunt up those who
had failed to return, he would surely hear them.
Soon all three were asleep.
But it would not have taken much to arouse them.
Wilburn proved to be a wideawake fellow.
He remained on guard for four solid hours before he
began to grow drowsy.
'£ hen he got up and began to walk around to keep himself
awake.
He thought he would not arouse the sleepers so long as it
was not daylight.
.
Strange as it may seem, none of the Indians came that
way.
Half an hour after the cowboy had begun to walk around
to keep awake, Cheyenne Charlie awoke of his own accord.
"Is everything all right?" he asked, in a whisper. "Yes," was the reply.
"How late is it, about?"
"I don't know."
Wilburn had no idea, either.
If he had guessed the time, though it would not have been
as long as it' really was since they had gone to sleep.
"I'll take a walk over to ther lnjun camp and see if there
is anythin' new," the scout remarked. "Then, if it ain't advisable to carry out Wild's plan you can lay down an' catch
a few winks."
Charlie went off and was back in a very few minutes.
"Things ain't right yet," he said. "I reckon it'll be •
about time ter go for 'em jest after it gits daylight. That's
ther time an Injun is sleepy for fair, when he ain't got
nuthin' special to do.''
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Wilburn lay down and slept until dayligl1t, along with
Wild and Jim.
Then Charlie roused them all.
.
"I reckon ther time has come when we've got ter do somethin', if we do it at all," he remarked.
Wild was a little nettled because they had let him sleep
so long.
"You should have awakened me before," he said to Cheyenne Charlie.
"What was ther use?" was the reply. "Now is jest ther
time, and I'll bet on it!"
"Well, come on, then; we'll soon see."
All four led their horses up to a point where they could
look down into the hollow.
There was a deep silence there, and only a few Indians
could be seen moving about.
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T~1en Wild itood upright for an instant and sank down
agam.
He w_a nted to let his partners see him.
~nd they must have seen him, too, for the next instant
a tifle shot sounded and one of the braves standing near the
tent dropped.
·
1
The_n tJ:iere was a great cracking of firearms, and the
redskms Jumped about in alarm.
One of the others guarding the tent fell.
Youl?g Wild West waited no longer.
Puttmg on a spurt, he dashed right into the camp an<i
made a leap for the tent.
·
By this time the biggest part of -the Inclian band had
started for those who had attacked them
The firi!1g had ~eased l!-S soon as it begun, and that gave
the redskins the 1mpress1on that the palefaces were afraid
to come any farther.
. Th~y let out their fierce yells and mounted their ponies
ma Jiffy.
Young Wi_ld West was not noticed at all.
CHAPTER X.
. He _was right at the tent, and on his hands and knees behind it, when Slow Dog, ,the chief, gave the word for all
THE BURNING WOOPS.
hands to leave the hollow and give pursuit to the palefaces.
As soon as they saw that everything was so quiet in the th;::0
i~fe:e~~t alarmed persons in the· camp were the
redskins' camp, our friends nodded approvingly.
Th
d'd
1
"It's all right now, I reckon," remarked Cheyenne Charlie.
ey
not
had started.want to go in the direction the. attacking
"Yes," retorted Young Wild West. "Now-is the time! I party
B t th
will ride around to the other side of the hollow and disu
ey mounted th eir horses and made out that they
going with them.
,
mount. Then I will creep as close as I dare to the Indians. •Were
w·1d
t
h
1
I ·will try and let you see me; but, if you can't, you will
• ore. open t e back of the little tent, which was only
have to J'udge what time to begin firing on the fiends. You made of a big army blanket, and found Hazel Clay crouching
in tenor on a buffalo skin.
must use your rifles and revolvers almost at the same time,
."I've come for you!" he said, in a whisper. "Don't be
to make it appear like a volley from a big crowd. It doesn't frightened, now, and I will get YO,u away."
matter so much whether you hit them or not. The thing is
to get them after you."
A scream of delight came from the little girl.
. "We und~rstand what you wat1;t Wild," retorte~ Jim. "You
It _was the worst thing she could have don~ just then,
Jest leave 1t to us. We'll do our part. I only wish you had for it attracted the attention of the old chief, who, it
as good a show to do yours as we have ours."
seemed, had forgotten all about her.
"D 't
I h 11
h
Tl rttl
· l
He made a dive for the tent.
1·t
1
has
t~vb~r~~scued,\o:k~~~v~" rome ow.
ie
e gir
Wild pulled the little girl out in a jiffy.
"Them J.njuns has been mighty careless with that fire of
"Come!" he exclaimed, as he took her hand. "My horse is
theirs," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie suddenly, "Ther blamed right close by."
woods has caught fire."
Slow Dog saw the boy was getting away with the captive,
He pointed to where the flames had started in upon the and he pulled a pistol from his belt.
dry underbrush.
But h~ was running at the time, and his toe caught in the
The wind was blowing pretty good, too, and, unless the blanket that had formed the tent, and he stumbled and fell
fire was extinguished in a hurry,' it would get such headway
By this time nearly all the braves had started in pursuit
that it could not be checked.
of those who had attacked them, so there were few to give
The Comanches did not pay any particular attention to it, pursuit to Wild.
though a couple of them did walk over and attempt to beat
The boy was jubilant at his success so far, and he felt
out the blaze with sticks.
that once upon the back of his trusted steed everything
But they only scatte1·ed the sparks in doing- this, and soon would be all right.
the flames were six feet high, spreading and leaping along
The chief got upon his feet just as the boy . and little .
rapidly.
girl disappea1·ed in the bushes.
The breeze carried it off to the left of where our friends
Crack!
were waiting, and when he saw that it was a foregone conHe fired, for he had caught a glimpse of their retreating
clusion that the western end of the timber was doomed, Wild forms.
turned to his companions and said:
But the bullet went to the left of them, and the next mo"Everything is very dry, and this fire will be a ~ood one. ment they reached Spitfire.
But it may help us to do what we want to. Now I am
"Stand right still now!" exclaimed the boy, as he placed
going around to the other side of the hollow. Get 1'e·a dy his toe in the stirrup and got into the saddle.
for business."
She did as she was told, though very much frightened.
The daring boy turned his horse in the woods and proThen our hero reached down and lifted her before him on
ceeded on around.
the horse's back.
When he got about where he wanted to, he dismounted
"Off with you, Spitfire!" he cried, and away went the
and then led his horse up a' little closer.
sorrel.
'
·
The Comanches were stirring pretty lively now.
Wild headed for the prairie to the right of the flames.
They re::ilized that the fire was apt to drive them out of
He · knew his companions most likely had gone that way,
the hollow in a short time.
and he wanted to overtake them as soon as possible.
But it· was too late to put it out now.
He had not gone over ,fifty yards before he found that he
That should have been done at the start.
was being pursued by the rest of the Indians.
Young Wild West was pleased at the situation.
But the three white villains were nowhere to be seen.
He thought the fire was going to help him carry out his
The truth about them was tha.t they had sneaked back
plan of action.
farther into the woods during the excitement caused by
The little,tent that was occupied by the child prisoner was the rescue of the little girl.
· .
right before his eyes now.
They were not going to take the chances of turning in the
Around it stood three Comanches.
direction of Clay's ranch.
But · they were yawning and stretching sleepily now,
But they did not mean to leave the Indians, though.
showing that they were tired out.
They would join them after the chase was over, and make
Leaving the sorrel stallion in a convenient hiding place, the plea that they had remained back to care for the horses.
our hero began to crawl toward the camp.
So, as soon as the hollow was deserted by the braves they
He got close to the edge of it and then took a look.
came back and got all the horses there were there, including
Even the guards were watching the fire, which wast the stolen ones, and led them back to a place where they
snreading all the time.
would be safe from the fire.
•
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But they no sooner found themselves alone with all the
horses than it struck them that it would be a good idea to
take them to a mining camp they knew to be fifty miles
north of where they were and sell them for what they could
get.
.
They could say that they had found them in a herd on
the prairie, and it would quite naturally te supposed that
some roving band of Indians had left them there.
"Well, I'll tell yer what we'll do," said Crary, , as he
scratched his head thoughtfully. "There's three of us( an'
we've got time enuff ter make up our minds what tEµ" do.
S'pose we draw lots ter ~ee what we will do?"
I
"What way ? " queried the taller man.
"Yes, what way?" spoke up the other.
"We could take three matches an' break one of 'em off.
Then one of us could hold 'em so ther broken end couldn't
be seen, an' two could each take one, an' ther holder would
· have ter take the one left."
"An' he'd win, I reckon," nodded the short man.
"Yes."
"How would he win?" the tall horse thief asked.
"He'd win 'cause he got the match what was shorter than
ther others," cried Crary.
"Yes, but how would it be decided what we would do
then?"
"Well, ther man what drew ther short match could have
ther say as ter what was ter be did. Ther other two would
have to do as he said. Now, do yer i;nderstand what I'm
gittin' at 1•
"Oh, yes!" answered the pair of them.
"Well, suppose we go ahead an' draw lots, then?"
"I ain't made up my mind jest what I'd do if I was ter
git ther short match," said the tall man, shaking his head
doubtingly.
"Don't yer know what yer would do?"
"No, not yet."
Crary made some sort of a sarcastic remark and got the
matches ready.
He showed them to his companions, and then turned his
back ·and placed th~m so only the ends containing the brimstone could be seen.
"Go ahead an' draw," he said.
The little villain was first.
He got one of the big ones.
The tall fellow tried next and got the short one.
"There!" exclaimed Lev Crary, as he lt>oked at the remaining match and then placed it in his pocket. "It's
settled now."
"What is it?"
"I think we'd better stick to ther Injuns."
"An' git hung fur helpin' 'em in an uprisin'!" sneered
Crary.
"Well, we'd be apt to be hanged or shot, anyhow, if ther
right ones catched us."
"Well, come! Make up your mind what we are to do.
You are ther one to say."
"We'll stick to ther Iniuns."
"That's right!" chimed in the others. "We'll stick to ther
Injuns."
"You're fools, ther pair of yer!"
"That's what you think!" retorted the little man.
"I don't only think it. I know it."
"Well, if you don't wanter stay with us, go ahead an'
take a third of ther horses an' light out with 'em."
But Crary did not want to do this.
He was too much of a coward to strike out alone.
"That fire is certainly hummin' now!" he remarked, changing- the subject. "It's goin' ter sorter clean things." .
The roaring of the flames almost drowned their voices
now; but they were safe, as the wind was blowing from
them.
·
Lev Crary happened to g-lance o:t'f to the left.
Then he gave a start and exclaimed:
"Look there, boys! Now I guess we've got a chance ter do
someth,in' . that will tiskle ther Injuns !"

RED-HOT

RIDE.

"You will take me back to my mother, Mr. West, I know
it!" she exclaimed.
·
"That's right, Hazel," he answered. "You jest keep cool
now, and it will. be· all right. Your father and mother have
gone on ahead, so the redskins have no earthly chance of
bothering them any more. We will all be at your uncle's
tanch in a few hours."
When they reached the edge of the woods Wild swu~g
his horse more to the right, so as to make a sweep and avoid
the smoke and heat of . the flames as much as possible.
Out on the open prairie dashed the noble sorrel.
But suddenly an exclamation of dismay came from the
lips of Young Wild West.
To his right and ahead of him was the whole band of
Comanches, ready to head him off!
He cast a quick glance al'ound, and found that there were
but two things left for him to do:
One was to turn back to the woods, and the other was to
ride along the front of the line of the burning woods and
escape to the left.
He chose the latter in an instant, because it would be
apt to bring him nearer to his friends. ·
The sun was up and shining, but our hero did not see it
or realize it.
He was going to have a tough time of it, ,and he knew it.
Around swung the sorrel stallion, and the heat from the
blazing underbrush came upon them with full force.
"We are going to have a red-hot ride, Hazel," said the boy
grimly. "But, don't fear, for we will win out."
Spitfire gave a snort and darted ahead like an arrow.
The Comanches were close by, and they now began yelling
and shooting."
But it was plain that th~y meant to take the horse and
riders alive, for the bullets did not come near th~m.
The noble steed leaped over the ground as swiftly as an
antelope.
Suddenly our hero caught sight of an opening in the
woods that had been pretty well burned out.
.
The brush had not been so thick there, and the flames had
not found much to feed upon. ·
Consequently, it formed a sort of path.
·
The boy saw that it extended as far as he could see just
then.
A desperate resolve came upon him.
He knew he was cut off if he kept on, for the Comanches
had been working around ever since he had turned that
way.
He looked over his shoulder and saw several of the braves
hei,din_g- to cut him off.
Holding the little girl with one hand, Wild dropped the
reins on Spitfire's neck and fired a shot at the nearest Indian.
The Comanche fell backward from his saddle.
The sorrel stallion dashed straight into the burned woods.
To the yelling redskins it looked as thou~h the boy and
his charge were going- straig-ht to their deaths.
With the cinders falling all around them and the sorrel
snorting with fear of the fire, they were carried on.
On, on, until suddenly the air became a little cooler.
Then Young Wild West knew that he had won.
But he did not open his mouth to give a cry of satisfaction yet.
It was not all over, for on both sides of him the woods
were still blazing.
He was letting Spitfire choose his own pourse now, and
the noble animal was using his horse sense to the very best
advantage.
But the 01·deal was soon over.
They left the fierce heat, and the cool breeze fanned the
faces of the two.
"Are you all right, Hazel?" Wild asked.
"Yes" came the reply. "But it was awful, wasn't it?"
"It ,~as, Hazel. .Jt ~as the hottest ride I ever had. Poor
Spitfire! I wonder if he burned his hoofs?"
"I hope not, Mr. West. He is a noble horse. I would like
to have one just like him."
As they were out of the :fire now, Wild seized the reins,.
CHAPTER XI.
and slowed down a little.
THE RED-HOT RIDE.
He was quite certain that the Indians had not followed
Young Wild West made for the. prairie as fast as his them through the fiery fumace.
Just as he slackened speed a little he caught sight of
horse ·could run through the woods.
His charge grew a little more calm as the Indian camp three men standing by a clump of bushes not far ahead of
was left behind, and she did all she could to make herself them.
They were the horse thieves!
not too much of a. burden on him.
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'.['hey each had a leveled revolver; and, seeing that Young
Wild West had recognized them, Lev Crary called out:
"Halt! You can't go any farther. We'll take charge of
,
. you ,f olks!"
Wild raised his revolver, and, taking aim at one of them,
pulled the trigger.
Crack!"
As the report rang out the tall villain dropped.
His career of villainy had ended forever.
Crary and the other fellow did not attempt to answer the
.
shot.
T~ey turned into the bushes and, quickly mounting their
horses, rode off, leaving the Indian ponies and stolen horses
where they were.
Wild came in sight of the group of horses the next second.
"Whooo! Whoop(" he shouted, swinging his hat at them .
. The _villains had them all ready to drive off, and, becommg frightened, the animals started away.
They followed the ti·ai! Wild had made when he had made
the dash from the Indian camp, and, realizing that there
was no better way for him to go just then, he followed
them.
He was pretty sure that the way would be clear now, as
he thought the Comanches would think that both he and
the littl!) girl had perished in the ames.
The little herd of horses could not have been driven ni~Pr.
T.h~y dashed straiglft ahead and soon reached the open
praine.
As the sorrel stallion dashed from the woods right behind
them, Wild got his lariat ready.
He realized that if he coulcl catch the big gray that
seemed to be the leader of the herd he could keep them all
in line and deliver them to the owner.
. Spit:tµ-e was gaining upon the galloping steeds now, and
m a mmute or two they would be close enough to catch one
of them.
Wil_d cast a swift glance to the left, and saw that the
!edslpns had drawn over half a mile away, and were riding
mto th~ woods at. the other side of the fire, which was now
fast <lymg out, smce there happened to b& an arid stretch
of ground between the edge of the timber and the prairie
grass.
The last of the red fiends must have seen the herd of
horses and their pursuer, for suddenly their yells could be
heard, and then out came the whole band.
But at that moment three riders suddenly appeared.
They were Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart and Wilburn and
they were heading straight for Young Wild West and the
little girl.
Wild chuckled softly to himself.
"It's all right, Hazel," he said. "Now just hold on to
the horn of the saddle while I catch that gray horse."
"I will," was the reply.
The lariat circled in the air.
Whiz!
The noose settled about the neck of the gray in splendid
style, and then our hero tightened it gradually.
"I've got him!" he exclaimed. "Now he has got to go
where I want him to, and the rest will follow."
The gray made an effort to get away at first, but he was
·
a broken horse, so he soon gave in to his master.
Wild now gradually pulled him around so they were head·
ing for his partners.
Two minutes later Charlie and the rest had joined him.
But the riderless horses would not stop, so Wild kept on
with them.
"Come on, boys!" shouted Wild. "We're heading for
Clay's ranch, I guess. Isn't that right, Wilburn?"
"Yes," was the reply. "You couldn't be gain' any straight.
er."
Suddenly Wild saw a band of horsemen riding forward to
·
meet them.
"Hurraht" he cried. "Here comes help, and I know it!"
Wilburn looked intently at the horsemen for a moment,
and then shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
"It looks like the boss and his men," he observed.
"Well, you need not be afraid of them," retorted Wild.
"Here! Take this lariat and steer the horses up to them.
I'll tell him all about you, if it is the man the horses were
stolen from."
"All right, Young Wild West! You git me outer ther
scrape, an' I'll guarantee that I'll never do a wrong thing in
my whole life ag'inl"
"Good! That is the way to talk, Wilburn!"
The cowboy now took charge of the . herd.

There were about twenty-five in it.
But the twelve that had been stolen from Ranchman Cla)
were there and they were in good condition, too.
The band of horsemen were a good mile away when om
friends first saw them, but it was not difficult for any one
•
acquainted with them to pick them out.
"It's ther boss an' his men, fur sure!" cried Wilburn,
.
.
.
a minute later. "I know 'em!"
"AU right," answered our hero. "I'll make thmgs all right
for you."
· The Comanches had slackened almost to a halt now.
They no doubt i=:aw the approaching horsemen, and realized that it was all up with them.
Their outbreak had not resulted in anything more than
to lose a large portion of their men, and it was evident that
they were heartily sick of being on the warpath, as they
t f
·
termed it.
But Ranchman Clay arid his cowboys were not the sor o
men to let the· red scoundrels iret away. ·
They had heard all ahont what they had done, and they
.
meant ~o cl'lan them out,; if the-:1; could.
They galloped up, yelh~ir. ftnng- ~nd :"avme: their hats.
"Hoorav for Younv Wil,i W<\st! r.,·1ed the leader. who
was no other than Clav himsPli'. "He's got ~y brother's
little e:irl. boys! I said he woulr1 do as he promised, and he
has. Let your lungs loose, bovs !"
The cheer that went, up from the cowboys rang out so
loud that the Comanches turned and made for the burned
.,
h
,
woods.
"How are you. Hazel?" i::aid the girls nnc1e, a~ . P pause~
long enough to kisia her. "How are you. Y()lmo- Wild West.
I never saw vou before. hut I have heard all about you.
Just tell JY'e w}lat's UP, v<ill you?"
"Certainly. Two of th men who sto1P vour ho.rses are
back in the woods. anrl there go the redskins. Wilburn is
all right. so don't think ha1·rl of him."
"I ain't thinking hard of him. But where's the other
rascal?"
"I· had to shoot him."
"Good enough! Come on, boys! We'll land the other
two!" and aW1ay they went.
0

CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION,

Young Wild West felt that he must be in at the finish
of the fight.
Wilburn had manal!'ed to get the horses to halt now, so he
quickly rode up to him.
"You take charge of the little girl," he said. "I a:r_n going
.
alonl!' with them."
· "All right," reolied the cowboy. "We'll stay nght hero
·
unt.il vou · comP. back."
Hazel was f'atisfied to do anything that Young- Wild West
said so she dismounted and stood on the ground beside the,
man', watching our friends as they rode away in the wake
of her uncle and his bimrl of cowboys.
The Comanches reached the woods well in advance of the
cowboys, and when the latter had got there our th1·ee friends
had caug-ht up with them.
Slow Dog must have been boilin~ with rage at hfs defeat,
and he meant to make some of the palefaces suffer before
he gave in.
He led his followers back to the hollow they had been
camped in, and when he got there he found Lev Crary and
,
the other man there.
When the · old chief set eyes upon them he uttered a savage yell.
It occurred to him for the first time that the palefaces
had gone back on him, and had not pushed forward in the
pursuit of those who had attacked them.
He gave hurried orders for his braves to lay behind the
rocks and bushes and wait for the cowboys to come up before they opened fire, and then turned his attention to the
two men.
"Paleface dogs cry like old woman!" exclaimed the chief,
spitting at them.
"We was stayin' here watchin' ther horses!" exclaimed Lev
Crary.
"Where horses now?" asked Slow Dog scornfully,
"They all run away when Young Wild West shot our
pard," was the reply.
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';!'her crowd is comin' back now. All Clay wants to know
The chief spat at them again, showing his disgust.
1s where the two horse thieves is."
The villains turned the hue of ashes.
The cowboys came back a couple of minutes later.
Slow Dog now cut a 'stiff whip and stepped up to thP-m.
Three or four of them were slightly wounded, and that
"Must take whipping and then die!" ·he said.
was all.
Whack!
The redskins had not fought with much accuracy, as they
He brought the limber shoot down on the neck and sho·ulknew it was a forlorn hope.
ders of Crary.
Clay found the bodies of Crary and the other ),ellow, and
Whack!
he was satisfied.
The other villain got the same dose.
"Bury 'em, boys!" he said. "The redskins will come back
Again and again he struck them, and they stood tl:iere,
and cover up their dead. But they may not bother with
afraid to take their own part or run away.
Dut suddenly the yelling of cowboys was heard, and then such as those fellows were."
Half an hour later the party emerged from the woods and
the old chief let up in the double thrashing he was admiuieset out for the ranch.
tedng to the men.
On the way Wild related how he had ridden through the
"Get up there!" he said, pointing to a clump of rocks at
the edge of the hollow. "Palefaces get up there and shoot fire and left the Indians in the lurch.
Bill Wilburn was waiting for them out on the prairie.
cowboys when they come."
He had picked out one of the gentler of the horses and
The horse thieves hesitated, but a move on the part of
fixed things so Hazel could ride back with them without
the chief caused them to obey.
They mounted the short ascent to the pile of rocks and encumbering any one else.
It was quite a long ride ahead of them.
stood ready to fight.
Our hero and his partners had not eaten any breakfast,
They did not have to wait- long, for the cowboys were
but they declared that they would stick it out until tlley
coming through the woods like a tornado.
reached the ranch.
Crack! Crack!
"You can make up for it when you get there," said Clay._
Heavy Colt's revolvers began to bark now, and the bullets
"We always have plenty to eat, you know, and it is of the
rained into the hollow.
best that can be bought, too. It was a very lucky thing for
It was rather a poor place for defence, after all.
my brother that you and your partners happened along
Crack! Crack!
when the Comanches were pressing them so hard. I, for
Crary and his companion began blazing away.
, will never forget you for it."
Of the two they much rather desired to stay with the one·
When they finally reached the ranch there was a:reat reredskins than to be caught by Clay and his men.
The Comanches were firing, too, and in less than a min- joicing all around.
"Oh, mammal" cried little Hazel. "I believe you would
ute the hollow was filled with smoke.
have been frightened to death if you had gone through what
But this did not -stop the attacking party.
On they came, resolved to clean out the redskins and make I did."
"I believe it, my child," said the happy mother, as she
the job complete.
Whoopee!" yelled the voice of Cheyenne embraced her again and again.
"Whoopee!
"I was awful afraid of the Indians myself. But when I
Charlie.
the fire with Young Wild West I wasn't
The scout was in his element now, and, recognizing who was riding through
he would save me, all right. Oh,
knew
I
afraid.
bit
a
within
sank
thieves
horse
two
the
of
hearts
the
it was,
isn't he just love~yl"
mamma,
them.
You must not talk like that, Hazel. You are getting
They knew that in all probability Young Wild West was too"Sh!
girl for that."
a
big
there, too.
"I don't care. I just wish I was big enough to marry
But they were fighting from sheer desperation now.
With a rush and a clatter of hoofs the cowboys reached Young Wild West."
"Row do you know but that he has got a girl already?"
the edge of the hollow.
spoke up her uncle.
Then Lev Crary threw up his hands and fell.
"He has," put in Cheyenne Charlie; "an' she'3 jest as
The other man started to flee, but a chance bullet struck
putty an' brave a girl as ever picked wild flowers from a
him, and his light flickered out.
The Comanches did not wait until the palefaces got down prairie." should like to meet her!" declared the Ettle girl
"Oh, I
into the hollow.
'
the least bit abashed. "What's her name, please?"
They saw their chief ride forward to meet some one in a not"Arietta."
.
hand-to-hand fight, and then they broke and ran for their
"Oh, what a lovely name! I think she ought to be p1·oud
,
horses.
man. I know I would be if I was big enough
Slow Dog had singled out Young Wild West through the of her younglike
him."
had one
smoke, and · with a desire to kill the boy he 'mounted his and
This sort of talk was making Wild do a ,vhole lot of
horse and started forward to meet him.
Slow Dog aimed his revolver at Wild's head, but before blushing.
Hazel's mother must have impressed it pretty strongly on
he could press the trigger the boy sent it flying from his
that she should not talk about having lovers for she
grasp by a well-directed blow from his knife as the two her
'
had nothing more to say in that line.
horses crossed necks.
The next da~ Young Wil? West and his partners left the
The chief uttered a defiant shout and drew his hunting ranch
and contmued on their trip.
knife.
'rhey met with few adventures until they g-ot over the
When he saw that the boy did not shoot him, he thought
Arizona border, and then they had a skirmish with some
that he surely had him.
Oll;tl~ws who were trying to run things their own way at a
Clash!
mmmg camp.
The blades came together.
. :Sut they taught the fellows a good lesson and came out all
The two were right in the c~nter of the hollow, and as the right.
rest of the crowd was pursumg the fleeing reds-kins they
A few days later they struck a brook in a lone<;u1,1e spot
'
had it all to themselves.
where the1·e was not the least vestige of civifo:a-Lion and
But the fight did not last long.
'
picked up a thousand dollars' worth of nuggets.
Wild was not in the humor to play with the rascally " "Th.at is something, anyhow, boys," said Young Wild West.
redskin.
It will more than pay the expenses of our trip. Now for
He went right at him, and soon sent the knife flying our temporary home."
from his hand.
_"But the great~st thing of all we will have to tell them
There was a ,quick movement of his arm, and then back will be 'Young Wild West's Red-Hot Ride,'" added Jim _Dart.
from the saddle went Slow Dog, the first notes of the Comanche death-song on his lips.
· Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
Young Wild West turned and galloped after his friends.
He was met by Charlie and Jim before he scarcely got out AND THE BLAZED TRAIL; OR, ARIETTA AS A SCOUT."
of the hollow.
"There -ain't no need of gain' any further, Wild " said the
s~o!-1~· "There ain't many of the redskins left, a~' they are
r1din through ther woods· as though it was their last ride. Send Postal for Our Free Catalogue
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HELP ~{OUR COUNTRY!
queries as to the pay of enlisted men and noncommissioned officers now in force the forthcoming
statement might be of use. These figures are based
on the United States Army bill approved by the
President May 18 and which went into effect June 1.
Briefly, it provides that men of the Army whose
base pay does not exceed $21 a month shall receive
an increase of $15 per month; not exceeding $24 a
month an increase of $12 a month; receiving $30,
$36, or $40 a month an increase of $8; and $4G or
more an increase of $6.
The new scale means that privates of Artillery,
Cavalry, Infantry, Signal Corps, or Quartermaster
Corps receiving $15 a month according to the old
scale will now receive $30 a month. First-class privates of Engineers, Ordnance, Signal Corps, and
Quartermaster Corps receiving $18 will get $32.
Second-class privates of Engineers and Ordnance receiving $15 will get $30.
Corporals .of Engineers, Ordnance, Signal Corps, ,
and Quartermaster Corps formerly received $24 a
month; they will now get $36; Corporals of Artillery, Cavalry and Infantry getting $21 under the old
scale will now receive $36.
Se;rgeants, first class, of Signal Corps and QuarWhen Carl J. Sandberg of The Folks, Maine, en- termaster Corps who formerly rec~ived $45 will get
listed the other day with Company E of Skowhegan, which is now doing guard duty, he upset the $51. First sergeants of Artillery, Cavalry, Infantry,
entire officialdom of the town. He was the princi- and Engineers who were paid on the same basis will
pal of the high school, assistant postmaster, chair- get a similar increase.
Sergeants of Engineers, Ordnance, Signal Corps,
man of the Board of Selectmen, superintendent of
schools, notary public, tax collector and game war.. and Quartermaster Corps paid $36 according to the
.
den. But patriotism overcame all these honors and old scale will now ~et $44.
Ser~eants of Artillery, Cavalry, and Infantry paid
he walked out of all these official robes to help
Uncle Sam in his scrap with the Kaiser. The Folks $30 will get $38.
The general term "sergeant" includes supply,
is not a large place, having about 200 residents and
a valuation of about $300,000. It is largely a lum- mess, and duty sergeants.
Bandsmen were formerly paid as follows: Serbering community and is fifty miles northwest of
Skowhegan, in Somerset County. Sandberg was geants, $36; corporals, $30; and privates, $24. They
not the whole town, but as shgwn by the honors will now receive $44, $38, and $36, respectively.
Hospital Corps members received $50 for serconferred upon him, he was a real somebody in the
geants, first class; $30, sergeants; $24, c.orporals;
community.
$18, privates first class; and $16, privates second
class. The new scale makes the pay for sergeants,
JACK DILLON JOINS U. S. NAVY.
ck Dillon, American light heavyweight, can- first class, $56; $38 for sergeants, $36 for corporab ;
all his ring engagements and enlisted in the $33 for privates, first class; and $31 for privates
ce
U ~ ted States navy. Dillon joined the colors under second class.
Enlisted men of the United States Army are now
his real name, Ernest Cutler Price.
Dillon is the first American boxer of any promi- receiving the benefits of the pay increases provided
nence to enlist. He at one time sought a match for in the National Army act approved by President
Wilson May 18. The new pay schedule went into
with Jess Willard.
effect June 1.
The act calls for increases of $15 a month where
PAY OF ARMY ENLISTED MEN AND NONthe base pay does not exceed $21 a month; $12 a
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS.
The War Department has authorized the follow- month where it does not exceed $24; $8 a month for
$30, $36, and $40 grades; and $6 increase for grades
ing:
As a convenient reference and a reply to numerous paying $45 a month or more.

REPORTERS OFF TO WAR.
Because all the reporters of the Tulsa Democrat
and the Tulsa Times have enlisted in the army or
navy, young women will be employed as reporters
hereafter on these two newspapers. Already the
force is made ,up mainly of girls. Other reporters
who go to enlist in a short time will be replaced by
young women.
Nearly all the girl reporters have had some experience, although a few of them are "cubs." The
oldest woman employed in the news department
admits that she is past fifty. She came from England and had been employed on newspapers there.
The others are all young. They are ambitious.
The Democrat and the Times are the two daily
newspapers owned by Charles Page, oil well owner
and founder of the Orphans' Home at Sand Springs,
seven miles from Tulsa. There he supports 300
orphans and nearly 100 widows. He receives a large
income from oil wells, his newspapers and his interurban railroad system.
The newspaper men who have joined the army
have been told by Page that every man shall have
his place back when he returns.
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STARTING AT THE BOTTOM
-OR-

TH£ BOY WHO WON OUT
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER VI.
JOE CALLS AT THE WINNER HOME.

and all the inspectors were kept on the jump for an
hour or more.
Joe hurried home that evening, and he told the
news about the . missing twenty dollars, and also
about the matter of having rescued Jessica Winner
and her grandmother, and how it had turned out
that he had made Jessica's acquaintance at the store.
Mrs. Barton and Anna were greatly interested,
and when they learned that Joe was to call at the
Winner home that evening, they were delighted as
well.
"I am glad that you are going there, Joe," said
his mother.
"And so am I," from Anna. "Oh, Joe, I can see
the finish of it all. You will fall in love with Jessica
Winner, and she with you. And when you are
grown, you will be married, and later on you will
be taken into the firm as a partner, and the word
'Company' will be added. Oh, won't it be fine!"
and she clapped her hands.
"Oh, come, now, sis, you are laying it on altogether too thick!" said Joe, blushing. "I'm only
a poor boy, and Jessica Winner would never think
of looking at me."
"What do you know about girls?" cried Anna,
with fine scorn. "Do you suppose that any girl will
think abo1,1t whether or not you are poor if you are
handsome and manly and honest and honorable, as
we know you are? Not a bit of it! The chances
are that Jessica Winner will fall in love with you,
if she hasn't already-and if she doesn't, she will
be a very foolish girl, for you are just the handsomest, smartest boy in Chicago, and one tl).at any
girl might be proud to have for a sweetheart!"
"Oh, you're prejudiced, sis," laughed Joe. "Of
~~~;~:~_:r,ou think I am all right because I am your

f'And I knew it was not, even before the money
was found, Joe!" the girl said decidedly.
The_n she let go of Joe's hands ~nd turned to go
upstairs. At the foot of the stairs she paused and
half-turned and called back:
"Remember, Joe, you are to be at our house at
eight o'clock sharp!"
. "I'll remember, Miss Winner," said Joe, , blushmg.
. "You had better!" shaking a warning finger at
~1m. And then she tripped on upstairs, leaving the
mspectors staring after her and then at Joe in openmouthed amazement.
"Well, say, what does it all mean, anyhow?"
gasped Dave Wiggs, addressing Joe.
Joe laughed, a bit nervously, and then ~xplained
~bout the missing money, several of the boys crowd, mg up to listen. Soon the matter was known to all
of them.
"But," said Dave, "I don't understand how you
came to be so well acquainted with Mr. Winner's
daughter on short notice."
Then Joe explained about having stopped the runaway horse, and thus saved Jessica and her grandmother from possible death, and Dave gave utterance to a whistle and exclaimed:
"Aha, I see! Well, say, Joe, I must say that you
are about the luckiest chap alive!' Just to think that
you saved the life of Jessica Winner, and then won
the regard of Mr. Wright by refusing to let him
have the ball of twine! I guess you were born under
a lucky star."
This bit of news about Joe having saved the life,
probably, of Jessica Winner was soon known to all
"I would think the same thing.if you were no kin
the inspectors, and they, like Dave, declared that
me whatever. Anybody can see that you are
to
seen.
ever
had
they
fellow
·he was the luckiest
handsome, and after talking to you a few moments,
Mr. Marshall, to whom the cashier had explained it is easy to see that you are smart."
"Thanks, sis," smiled Joe. "I will get even by
riatters, congratulated Joe on having come through
telling you that you are just the best, prettiest,
t)1 e ordeal with flying colors.
"It seems hard, Joe, that innocent people must sweetest, dearest little sister that any boy ever
rnmetimes be suspected of being guilty of crime," had!"
"Oh, my, am I all that, Joe?" laughed Anna.
he said, "but as a rule on~ need not worr~; for
"Say, hasn't Mr. Winner a son that you can have
so~,ner or later the tru~h w1l~ b~cor~e known.
fall in love with me and marry me? Try and be
I suppose you are right, sir, said Joe.
generous as I have been, brother!"
as
counter,
Then there came a rush of goods to the

I
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"I see," smiled Mr. Winner. "You had your mind
"I would be if I could, Anna. But I don't know
on the time-kee per at the door."
that Mr. Winner has a son."
"Yes, sir."
"Well, you'll find out to-night ," with a laugh. "I
Then, seeing tli.at talking about Joe's action in
shall await your report with interest ."
her grandm other embarra ssed
After supper Joe made his toilet very carefully , saving Jessica and
the subject and soon had him
and then dressed himself in his best suit. It was an him, they changed
played the piano and sang
Jessica
ease.
eight-do llar hand-me -down, but it was black cloth, feeling at
some more. Joe was
talked
they
then
and
him,
for
and fitted him well, and he looked very· well inwas somewh at ill at
but
there,
be
to
pleased
well
deed.
be unable to hold up
might
he
Anna's eyes sparkled with delight and pride when ease, too, and feared
fact that he had
The
tion.
conversa
the
his end of
she saw him.
to Jessica,
talking
in
him
for
easier
it
made
sister
a
"Now I would just like to see the boy who is bettaste,
good
with
girl
a
was
Anna
that
knew
he
for
don't
"I
d.
ter looking than you, Joe!" she exclaime
way
the
in
her
please
would
what
and judged that
believe he could be found in Chicago .''
also.
Jessica
please
would
tion
conversa
of
"There you go again, sis!" laughed · Joe. "Stop
He stayed till about ten o'clock, and then said he
vain."
me
make
you'll
or
that,
talking like
.
"There isn't any danger of that. You are too must be going.
Jessica, earsaid
Joe,"
again,
come
must
"You
sensible, Joe."
nestly. "Come and bring your sister with you."
"I hope so, sis!"
"Very well, Miss Winner, " replied the boy; "Anna
. It was nearly half-pas t seven when Joe set out,
be delighte d to make your acquaint ance."
will
and he reached the handsom e Fifth avenue home
I shall be only too glad to make her ac'-'And
of Mr. Winner almost on the stroke of eight.
quaintan ce, Joe. And from now on I want you to
He rang the bell, and when the servant opened call me Jessica and not Miss Winner.
the door, said, not without some show of perturba "Very well, since you wish it," said Joe.
r
tioo:
Then he bade Jessica, her parents and grand"I am here by appointm ent."
good-nig ht and took his departur e. And
mother
The man held the door open and Joe entered.
home in the street car he was thinking
way
the
all
"Card, sir?" the servant asked, after he had closed of Jessica Winner, and-ye s, it may as well be ac;he door.
knowledged, · the rememb rance of his sister's
"I have none. Tell them that Joe Barton is here." prophec y came t,o his mind, and he wondere d if it
"Yes, sir. Step into the drawing -room, sir."
might work out that way.
Joe did so, and the servant disappea red.
Could he ever hope to win sweet Jessica WinA few minutes later there was a rustle of skirts ner? '
and Jessica, accompa nied by a handsom e woman of
Time would tell.
perhaps forty years and an old lady of about sixtyfive, entered. Joe recogniz ed the old lady as being
the one that had been in the carriage with Jessica
CHAPT ER VII.
the day he stopped the runaway horse.
JOE DOES SOME SPECIAL WORK.
Jessica hastened forward and gave her hand to
Joe, and gave him a cordial greeting , after which
One day, when Joe had been working in the ~'tore
she introduc ed him to her mother and grandm other, about two months, there came a summon s for him
who shook hands with him and welcomed him to the to appear in the offices of the firm upstairs .
house, after which they thanked him for having
Joe went at once, and found Mr: Wright, Mr.
stopped the runaway horse and thus saving the lives Winner and the head of the oilk departm ent in the
'
of Jessica and her grandmo ther.
room of the former.
Joe modestl y disclaim ed any great amount of
"Joe," said Mr. Winner, "we have some work for
credit for what he had done, stating that any one you to do. It is a little differen t from anythin g that
would have done the same.
you have done so far."
"But you did it, and you are the one to be
"I shall be glad to do anythin g that I can, sir,"
thanked ," said Jessica. "You are too modest, Jo~." was the reply.
Mr. Winner came in just then and shook hands
"Very well." And then Mr. Winner explaine d
with Joe and again thanked him heartily for having that a woman, giv;ng her name, had entered the
saved his mother and daughte r from probable death store that forenoon and nad purchas ed abo.ut three
by stopping the runawa y horse.
hundred dollars worth of goods, consistin g of silks,
"We are glad that we learned who stopped the satins, etc. She had had the things charged to the
horse, my boy," he said. "We were afraid that we accoun.t of her husband , and it h~d transpir ed that
would never know."
later in the day said husband had appeare d at the
"It was my second day at the store, sir," said store and had stated that his wife had left him and
Joe, "and I was afraid that I would be late getting that he would not pay for the goods she had bought.
back to work, so hurried away as soon .a s I saw that
(To be continue d.)
¥Our folks were safe."
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CUR REN T NEWS
INVENT GUN TO FIRE 2,400 SHOTS A MINUTE.
Earl H. Keller, a court stenograph er assigned to
the Flushing Court, recently filed application with
the patent office for a patent on a multiple machine
gun unit. Keller says from two to six machine guns
may be mounted and fire 2,400 shots a minute.
Tha fire of the unit is controlled by one gunner,
and the feeding of shells to the guns is accomplished
by assistants. Each individual gun of the unit may
be trained upon a separate target, or all the guns at
one target, or different combinatio ns of more than
one gun to a target may be made to suit the necessities of the case.

SEEK DE SOTO TREASUR E.
The search for treasure, started by Vol Kelly of
Clarksville, Ind., many years ago, is said to have
been renewed, as numerous holes have been dug
along Nagle's creek, in the vicinity in which Kelly
used to search.
The identity of the new seekers is not known, as
the digging has been done at night. Kelly believed
treasure was hidden because of an ancient record
concerning De Soto. The tale is that his treasurer,
Fernandez, deserted him, taking the money chest,
and that this was buried not far from the falls of the
Ohio, when he was attacked by Indians. Kelly used
a divining rod which was supposed to dip at the presence of gold.
Another old legend is that a Spanish knight appeared, clad in black with helmet and armor, and
danced a fantastic dance in the moonlight, the theory of the superstitiou s being that it was Fernandez,
who gloated over the failure of those who sought to
find the gold. Treasures, revealing or suggesting
long-forgot ten or unknown history, are not uncommon here. Bodies, skulls and weapons are among
the things found, sometimes near the surface. A
few years ago, Albert Hume discovered what were
supposed to be bodies of chiefs, their heads &urrounded with beautifully worked spear points.

AN'CIENT INDIAN DITCHES.
The remains of irrigation systems that date back:
to prehistoric times when the valleys of Arizona
were inhabited by highly civilized Indian tribes are
still in existence. One of the most famous of these
if( on the State highway running from Prescott to
the Grand Canyon. Water is taken from what is
known as "Montezum a's '\Vell," a curious natural
. well 440 feet in diameter and 93 feet deep, except in
one spot, where no bottom has been reached at 500
feet. Lime in solution is carried by the water, and
the sides of the ditch have been preserved by the
petr.ifaction of the original earth.
One ranch owner is using several thousand feet
of these ditches after simply cleaning them out. A
ORIGIN OF BANKS AND BANK NOTES.
line of levels was run along the bottom of one of
With the almost entire use of paper currency at
these old Indian ditches and showed the grade to the present time the history of their origin may not
be almost perfectly uniform at the rate of 0.01 feet be uninteresti ng. In the days of the Stuarts merper 100 feet.
chants used to lodge their reserves of gold in the
Tower, and when one day Charles I., in a thoughtless
moment, annexed a large sum lodged in that way,
FEED PUMPKIN S.
Pumpkins, squashes and melons can be made to and forgot to put it back, the merchants decided that
grow very rapidly by feeding them on syrup, and henceforth they would put no more trust in princes,
this feeding process is quite simple. A concentrate d but would look to the goldsmiths. The goldsmiths
syrup is prepared by dissolving sugar in water in thereby became the first bankers and the first goldseveral jars or crocks. The water may be heated to smiths who hit upon the novel idea of giving a note,
make the sugar dissolve more rapidly, but the syrups not only to the person who deposited gold, but also,
the person who came to borrow, founded modern
must not be allowed to boil.
A fruit that has well formed, but is still young banking with an original deposit of $25,000.
The banker gave promise to pay up to, say, $125,and small, must be chosen. Two crocks of syrup are
and as long as there was no immediate demand
000,
they
that
so
earth
the
into
pressed
it,
beside
placed
shall not be upset. Some pieces of cotton string or on the part of the persons holding these promises
small lamp-wicks are cut long enough to reach from to pay to have that promise converted into cash,
the squash to the bottom of the rocks. With a pen- business proceeded merrily, but necessarily there
knife two slits are cut into the thickest part of the was a limit beyond which it was not safe to do this
stalk of the squash and the ends of the wicks are in- kind of business, and it was always possible that
serted. The holes must not connect with each other something unforeseen might happen that would
or go through the stalk. The other ends of the wicks bring an unusual number of notes for presentatio n.
, are dropped into the syrup. Then you have only to As a matter of fact, this did happen frequently in
the early days, and finally the governmen t stepped
wait and watch the squash grow.
in and granted the almost entire monopoly of issuing
and
while
a
in
once
syrup
It is necessary to stir the
notes to the Bank of England.
crocks.
the
in
it
of
plenty
always
is
there
that
to see
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OUT FOR HI-MSELF
-OR--.-

THE HARD FIGHT OF JACK CLARK
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERL\L STORY)

CHAPTER XXIV (Continued).
"But what shall we do with him.?" asked Jack
as he indicated the senseless figure of Smith. But
the tinker had already bound Smith securely.
Before dark they reached Barker's Landing with
their prisoner. The next day on the stagecoach he
was taken to Woodville.
This time he di~ not escape, and a life sentence in
the state prison put Judson Smith where he needed
no longer to be feared.
But when they reached Woodville it is hardly
necessary to say that at Jack Clark's happy home
Edward Bulow, the tinker was the guest of honor.
Jack used every effort to induce his eccentric old
friend and champion to retire from an active life
and spend his last days with him. Gently but firmly
Bulow declined.
"My heart is with you forever," he said. "But
my work is before me. I must not shirk it to the
end. My blessing on you all."
And so he took his leave. At rare intervals he
visits the Clark home in Woodville, a welcome guest.
But somewhere in the New Hampshire hills he is
still plying his simple vocation, the strange old philosopher and champion of the right.
All these incidents occurred some years ago. At
the present writing Jack Clark is the prosperous
millowner of Woodville. A year since Cicely White
became his happy life companion. So all his ambitions were happily realized.
Mr. White still lives with them. Mrs. Smith and
Emily are happily provided for. Woodville is still
on the boom, and Jack Clm-k looks back with interest to the day when he left his stepfather's home,
to sta::~t out for him'self.

U. S. MISPRINTS VALUABLE.
An interesting sidelight of the misprinted United
States two-cent stamps is presented in the following·
announcement, posted in some of. the postoffices:
"Misprinted two-cent stamps presented at postoffices by the public will be redeemed at two cents
each."
Tl].is generosity of the government has a fascination for the philatelist. The stamp collector who,
discovering one of the misprints, would walk calmly
•to a postoffice and ask the man behind the window
to redeem the stamp for two cents-well, he does
not exist. If he desired to sell, his profit for this
piece of paper for which he paid two cents would be
many hundred per cent. Sheets of the 100 stamps
which comprise the upper left hand pane containing the two errors have been selling in New York
for from $35 to $250. A leading Amm·ican dealer
offered $100 for a sheet containing two misprints.
Just now it is a matter of wild speculation, with
the actual philatelic value to be fixed after it becomes definitely known how many of the misprints
escaped from the government's control.

CANAL ZONE WAR RULES.
Rules and regulations for the government of the
Canal Zone during the war, bearing the e::1dorsement of the President, were made public on June 4.
The most important provisions are: Only ships flying the United States flag may receive fuel and oil
within the territorial waters; if such supplies are_
found to be absolutely necessary for the safety of
other vessels, the quantity allowed will be only sufficient to take them to the nearest port. No vessels
THE END.
other than those of the United States will be allowed
to disembark troops in the Zone; nor may the vessels
of any other nation remain in Panama waters more
OUT NEXT WEEK
than twenty-four hours. There shall be no more
A GRAND SERIAL STORY
than six vessels of any one foreign nation permit-ENTITLEDted in the Zone at any one time; no i-adio outfit
other than those under cdntrol of the United States
authorities
may be used within the territorial limits
--OR-and no aircraft other than those of the United States
UNDER SEALED ORDERS
Military forces will be permitted to ascend over the
Zone.
Not only Germany but none of her allies
By "PAWNEE JACK"
shall be permitted any use of the Canal. The above
This story will please you. Read the opening chapters regulations, with the exception of the last, apply
to the Entente nations as well as to our enemies.
OUT NEXT WEEK

GOING IT BLIND
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
ONE CENT- FOR OVERTIME . .
A check for 1 cent, made out by the Chicago,
Peoria and St. Louis Railroad, was received the
other day by John Grissom of Alton, Mo., a brakeman. It was in payment for a few minutes' overtime. Conductor W. C. Corey r~ceived a check for
16 cents. The payments were made as a result of
the new Eight-hour Law. Some of the Alton employees of the road received checks for as much as
$200 for overtime earned since Jan. 1.
BEAN A RHEUMATISM CHARM.
Michael Bouresket, seventy-three years old, and
his band of "fortune tellers" will be banished from
Windsor, Ont., by an order of Magistrate Leggatt.
Boureskat and Mrs. Dora Eveno, his -seventeenyear-old daughter, were in court charged with obtaining money by false pretenses. The father was
found guilty of inducing a man to part with $30,
after representing that he could cure him of rheumatism. An ordinary bean tied in the corner of a
yellow handkerchief was the charm given as a cureall. The daughter was released.
MAN WITH BROKEN NECK RECOVERING.
John Clingan of Goldfield, Nev., whose neck was
broken in a fall in a mine on April 7, is from all indications recovering from what is usually a fatal
injury. He was paralyzed from the neck down for
several weeks, but has now regained the use of his
entire body with the exception of his right arm, and
is even able now to move the fingers of his right
hand, showing that press;_ire on the spinal cord by
the broken vertebrae has been almost entirelv removed. His head has been . held immovable · in a
plaster cast for five weeks, with heavy weights pulling up on his head and down on his shoulders to
draw the dislocated spine into place.
WHY LOBSTERS TURN RED.
When a lobster is taken out of the lobster trap
with which the fisherman traps him, he is green,
but when he comes to the table as a choice morsel
of food his shell is red. We know that he has been
boiled and we know that he goes into the boiling wat er green and comes out red. This change in the
color of the shell of the lobster is the result of the
effect of boiling water on the coloring material in
the shell, according to the Book of Wonders. When
the lobster is put in the boiling water the process
of boiling produces a chemical change in the color
material in the lobster's shell. There is no particular reason why the lobster should turn red excepting that that is the effect boiling water has on the
·
coloring matter in the shell.

DEMAND ERIE RAILROAD ABANDON STATION SALOON.
The latest attack emanates from Arlington, N. J.,
the suburban home of hundreds of New York business •men. Pastors of three churches pray that the
Erie officials will discontinue a saloon located in the
prehistoric station of the road in Jersey City. They
are the Rev. William Coombs of the First Presbyterian Church, the Rev. Sidney W. Powell of the
First Baptist Church and the Rev. George W. Smith
of the First M. E. Church.
This is the resolution which has been forwarded
to the Erie:
"Realizing that the saloon is the greatest menace
our country has to cope with, and believing that the
action of the Erie Railroad Company in allowing a
saloon to be maintained in the waiting room at J ersey City to be a source of peril and temptation to
the traveling public, obliged to patronize their line
and also their employees, to whom they look for
safety; it is hereby
"Resolved, That we register our solemn protest
and demand the abandonment of all sales of intoxicating liquors in the railroad station, in order to secure for us that safety which we are entitled to receive from a public servant enjoying a valuable
franchise, through whose gateway we must pass to
and from our State."
ORDERS PLACED FOR 5,2.00 FREIGHT CARS.
Orders for 5,200 freight cars have been placed in
the last few days. Two railroads have decided to
build cars in their own shops.
The Pennsvlvania Railroad has authorized its Altoona shops fo build 1,000 steel box cars, while the
Norfolk & Western will build 2,000 box cars. The
Union Railroad, which is owned by the United
States Steel Corporatoin, has ordered 1,000 steel
hopper cars from the Greenville Steel Car Company.
The Santa Fe, which Qrdered 1,000 general service
cars from the American Car & Foundry Company
a fortnight ago, has increased this order tQ 1,500
cars. The American Car & Foundry Company has
also taken an order for sixty tank cars for the Peerless Transit line.
The Mount Vernon Manufacturing Company has
obtained orders for ten flat cars from the Brier Hill
Steel Company and two fl.at cars from the United
States Navy Department. The Pressed Steel Car
Company will build 100 gondola cars for the
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Company and twenty
gondola cars for the Phillips Sheet & Tin Plate
Company. The Bettendorf Company has taken an
order for seventy underframes and trucks from the
Illinois Central Railroad, which will build the bodies in its own shops.
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NEW S OF ·THE DAY
THROUGH FIRE TO WED.
Through fire for love was no sham cry by Alfred
rney and Miss Clara Feldhousne r of Internation al
alls, who came to Bandette, Minn., in an automoile to be married, accompanie d by George Stoffels
and Caroline Feldhousne r.
On the Canadian side, between Emo and Barwick,
they had to fight their way through a forest fire
burning fiercely on bot:1 sides of the road. The
smoke blinded them. The -men covered the women
with auto robes and raced at full speed through the
burning woods.
Brush fires in this section were worse than they
have been since 1910. Many barns and homesteads
were destroyed.
FLY 48 MILES IN 43 MINUTES .
Four aeroplanes, each carrying a pilot and observer, flew from the aviation field at Princeton University to Sea Girt, the encampmen t site of the New
Jersey National Guard, the other afternoon. The
two machines piloted by Lieut. Edward R. Kennerson and Chief Mechanicia n Earl Southee and carrying Marshall F. Mills and Frank Stanton as observers made the forty-eight mile flight in about 43
minutes. The other planes, ·carrying Lieuts. Paul
Culver and Joseph Stevenson as pilots and James
·B arnes and Allen Devin as observers, went out of
their course and didn't arrive until fifty minutes
after they had left Princeton.
The aviators were greeted by Gov. Walter E. Edge
of New Jersey and Adjt.-Gen. Harold Barber of the
New Jersey National Guard. Gen. Barber made ·a
fifteen minute flight with Lieut. Stevenson, who is
stationed at the military reservation at Governors
Island, and the aviators each made exhibition flights
for a crowd of several thousand people who had
gathered at the encampmen t grounds. The machines left on the return trip to Princeton about 5
o'clock.

and that it is planned to make personal visits to at
least half of the 600,000 buildings in the metropolitan area. No one who has not been in London long
enough to realize what a great pile it is can form an
adequate conception of what a vast task lays before
these new found ragpickers.
To meet this competition the private ragpicker
has a new line of barter that is quite unique. He
now offers one or two pounds of potatoes for about
eight pounds of rags. The housekeepe r, who pethaps has not seen a potato for weeks, eagerly accepts this offer, forgetting that the market value
of the potatoes is but seven cents a pound, while
her rags are worth about 25 cents a pound at present
prices.
The rags and clothes collected by the official ragpickers are all torn into shreds, sterilized and redressed before use. They will be welcomed by the
army authorities, who are very short of raw ,materials, for the manufactu re of khaki and army
blankets.

FACTS ABOUT AFRICA.
Nearly one-quarter of the earth's land surface is
comprised within the continent of Africa. It is as
far around the coast of Africa as it is around the
world. Every eighth person of the world's population lives in the dark continent. The blacks double
their number every forty years and the whites every
eighty years. There are 843 languages and dialects
in use among the black of Africa. Only a few of
the languages have been reduced to writing. Thirtyfive years ago the export of cocoa from the gold
coast amounted to $20. To-day it is over $8,000,000.
The coal fields of Africa aggregate 8~0,000 square
miles ; its copper fields equal those of North America and Europe combined, and it has undeveloped
iron ore amounting to fhre times that of North America. Africa has 40,000 miles of river and lake navigation, and w;:tter powers aggregatin g ninety times
those of Niagara Falls.
If Africa had the same proportion of railroad
LONDON BEGS FOR OLD RAGS.
as the United States according to its size, it
mileage
London is now having a series of rag days.
million miles of track instead of the
Wagons decked with Union Jacks are parading each would have a
in operation. One area in Africa
now
miles
district or borough in search of rags. Leading the 25,000
s is three times the size of
missionarie
by
unoccupied
horse that draws the wagon is a man attired in
make four states like
would
second
a
England,
New
white, looking much like the "white wings," or street
eight Iowas, and a
cover
would
York, a third
cleaners, of American cities, who shakes a bell and New is eighteen times the size of Ohio. Throughfourth
entreats people to bring out their rags. The rags
there is one missionary for every 133,000
are wanted to make· up for the shortage of woollen out Africa
miles.
and cotton raw material for army clothing, blankets,
Almost the entire continent is now under Euroetc.
flags. France has a colony in Africa twenty
pean
Every one of the twenty-eig ht boroughs in the
the size of France itself. The British flag flies
times
metropolita n area is to be canvassed before the suma territory as large ·as the United States, and
mer is over. This means that the search for rags over
almost without interruptio n from the Cape
extends
will be carried on in every nook and corner of the
a distance of 6,000 miles.
Cairo.
to
700 square miles which comprises Greater London
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Good Current News Articles

part, according to the Popular Science Monthly for
June. Back of the fourth row, however, eight boats
find places together with two barges. Hence, there
are fifty-six boats and two barges in the big fleet.
The Sprague has her nose shoved in at the center
of the fifth row. The fifty-nine' vessels are lashed
securely together by lines which run fro~ boat to
boat. Although the Sprague can push the fleet
ahead, her chief duty is to hold back the load .
This great amount of coal is handled by a relatively small total of horsepowe r because the current
of the onflowing river supplies a large part of the
requisite energy.

..

~-- ..

Grins and Chuckles
"Why, Bobbie! You've got a hole in your stocking! It wasn't there this morning when you put
them Qn." "Well, if it wasn't there, where was it?"

"What do you think of 'The Charge of the Six
Ortly ten French ships were sunk by German sub- Hundred?' " "A mere trifle compared to the charges
matines during the month .of May. Twenty-eig ht of my wife !"
·
French vessels were attacked by the U-boats, eighteen escaping. Patrol vessels fought twelve engageBobby-Pa pa, please stop singing to me. Papa
ments with enemy submersibl es and hydroplane s
-Why, Bobby? Bobby-Be cause I can never go to
fourtren.
sleep when I'm frightened.
The hair does stand on end under certain conditions, because there is a little muscle down at the
toot of each hair that will make each hair stand up
straight when this muscle pulls a certain way. It
is difficult to say just how these muscles are caused
to act in this way when we are frightened. We
know that when thoroughly frightened our hair will
sometimes stand straight up, and we know that it
is' this muscle at the root of each hair that makes
it possible, says the Book of Wonders, but why it is
that a big scare will make this muscle act this way
we do not as yet know.

Mrs. Flatbush-H ow do you manage to keep a
cook so long? Mrs. Bensonhur st-Oh, I get her to
stay until my husband can raise some money to pay
her.
Policeman -What are you standing 'ere for?
Loafer-No thin'. Policeman- W~II, just move on.
If everybody was to stand in one place, how would
the rest get past?

"I don't think I deserve zero on this examinatio n,"
said the pupil, as he took his geometry papers. "No,
A French horticultur ist, M. de Noyer, proposes I do not, either, John, but that was the lowest I could
the stems of spinach for making paper. These give you," said the teacher.
contain 46 per cent. of cellulose ag_ainst 6 per cent.
in the stems .of wheat straw. M. de Noyer claims
Milkman-H ow much are your quart measures 1
that in his experiment s in making paper from spin- Storekeepe r-Thirty-fi ve cents. Milkman- That's
ach stems he has followed the methods of the Gren- too much, and, besides, I don't need such a big one.
able paper-mak ing school and has produced a prod- Ain't you got a smaller one for less money?
uct equal to the best Japanese in its remarkable
consistency. He intimates in an article quoted in
"The boss is out," sa'id the office boy. "He's gone
the Journal of Industrial and Engineerin g Chema directors' meeting. " "When will he be back?"
to
for
spinach
of
culture
istry that with the proper
if the game
this purpose, remarkable economies in the manufac- asked the caller. "Can't say exactly, but
be back by
to
ought
he
innings
extra
into
run
don't
ture of paper may be achieved ..
five."
half-past
'
Only in the United States can such a sight be
"My doctor has ordered me to Palm Beach for my
seen as six acres of coal floating down a river as a
"What seems to be the rnatter with you?"
health."
·
the
single unit. This is the area of coal boats which
worrying too much about money matters."
been
"I've
capable
is
Sprague
well-known stern-whee l steamer
of handling as a single tow. Four across-stre am "Well, you won't have anything of that sort to worry
rows of twelve boats each make up the principal you if you stay down there long enough."
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board the Condor shall suffer, not a hair in your head
shall be harmed."
DaY.s and weeks passed, during which Bill maintained a surly silence toward all on board, excepting
By Alexander Armstrong.
Jerry.
To him he one day admitted that he was making
preparations for his summary revenge.
Jerry Yo~ng's ha~piness was comple\e..
"Bill! Bill!" pleaded Jei:ry. "Give up all such
He had Just received a letter cont~mmg an apfor my sake, for your sake."
ideas,
N.
U.S._
the
m
Condon,
pointment to the ship-of-war
th
a frightful oath, that made Jerry shudder to
With
I
mg
every
In:ade
he
Without a ~o:nent's delay
ready, and biddmg good-by to his parents a nd , listen to he swore that he would carry out his plans
friends, he started for the place w~ere the Co nd or even if he hung for it.
The Condor was ordered to Rio Janeiro on offilay.
He had been aboard but slightly ov_er a week w~en cial business.
During the time that elapsed in going Bill reone of those ever-to-be-regrette d affairs, the floggmg
mained below ·decks ' almost constantly in his "off
.
of a man, occurred.
Bill y eomans u_nd~ubtedly d_eserv~d 1t, for he had duty" spells.
From his disposition nothing particularly queer
answered a superior m a very msultmg manner; but
yet it seems to us that _some more h1;1mane and yet was thought of this by any one else but Jerry. Him
as effective mode of purushment for his offense could it bothered exceedingly, for he was sure that Bill
was hatching up som_e devilish plot.
have been adopted.
He had almost determined to lay his suspicions bedisposimoody
and
Bill was naturally of a morose
tion, and being shunned altogether on this ·account, fore the captain, when Bill suddenly gave up staying
by most of his shipmates, he became even more surly so much below decks ~hile his face wore a brighter
look than it had in many days.
than he had previously been.
Occasionally too a satisfied smile could be seen
He
Jerry had never before seen a man whipped.
around hi~ mouth; while his eyes would
lurking
naturally
being
and
suffering,.
physical
saw Bill's
of a kind heart, he went to Bill when off duty and shoot contemptuous, sneering glances at the officers.
More than once the observant Jerry had seen the
offered words of sympathy.
lights dancing in his eyes, and he was sorely
evil
Jerry
At first Bill r epulsed him, but finding that
persisted, and feeling that he was disinterested, he puzzled as to what course to pursue.
They had been at Rio Janeiro two days, when
accepted his advances more gracefully.
After that there existed a warm friendship for Bill said:
"Jerry, can you get leave of absence for you and
the lad in Bill's breast, and toward him he was very
to-morrow?"
I
than,
defiant
and
surly
more
was
he
although
gentle,
"I don't know. Why? Do you want to go ashore?"
ever towards his superiors and messmates.
"Yes."
Jerry was well liked by all on board, and twice
"I'd rather not ask it."
when Bill had committed some offense, he begged so
you ask it? Now, as a favor for me,
"Won't
omitted.
was
punishment
that
hard for his pardon
This evident interest in him made Bill's heart please?"
"What do you want to go ashore for?"
warm toward the lad, until, finally, he would have
"I'll tell you when we get there. Will you ask?"
laid down his life for Jerry.
"Yes," Jerry reJuctantly replied, for he could not
could
he
and
Bill was strong in all his passions,
thinking that there was something dark behelp
loved.
he
as
hate as intensely
One day his contempt and surliness toward a su- neath the request.
Leave of absence was asked for and granted.
perior again got him in trouble. High words folnext morning a dingey was lowered, Jerry and
The
lowed, and the enraged Bill struck the officer.
and as the Condor lay but a hundred
entered
Bill
a
and
whipping,
severe
a
For this he received
' pier they were soon ashore.
' the
feet from
month's confinement is the prison of the ship.
As they stepped upon the pier, Jerry asked:
He emerged from it at the expiration of his sen"Well, what did you want to come ashore for?"
considered
who
one
tence, not a repentant man, but
"Come into this saloon right here, and I'll tell
abused.
foully
most
himself
With his perverted way of reasoning he could not you."
They entered the saloon indicated; Bill led the
see that he had been justly punished; and before
Jerry he made the solemn vow to be revenged on all way to an inner room, ordered a bottle of wine, and
when the waiter went out after bringing it, he arose,
on board the vessel.
locked the door, and put the key in his pocket.
or
loud,
so
"Sh!" cautioned Jerry. "Do not talk
,
"What are you doing?" deplanded Jerry.
you'll get into trouble again. And, Bill, pray do not
"Making sure of keeping my auditor for half an
think of doing anything rashly."
"Rashly! No, not at all; but am I to be beaten, hour; sit down," for Jerry had arisen, "and I'll tell
despised, imprisoned and spit upon, and not take re- you why I wanted to come ashore. When I got that
venge? Never-but," he added, "though all on flogging, unjustly as you know, l swore to be re\. FLASH OF FLAME.
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venged. In half an hour my vengeance will be com- his eye happened to rest on a window on the opposite
side of the room.
plete."
In an instant he darted toward it; threw himself
"What do you mean?" interrupted Jerry. "Let
through the sash, sending the glass into a
headlong
me out; I am going back to the ship."
pieces.
thousand
"No, you are not."
He alighted on all fours but picked himself up, and
"Yes, I am."
like a hunted hare ran to where the dingey lay.
"You're not," said Bill, firmly.
Into it he jumped, pushed her off, sat down, turned
same
"I am," was Jerry's decided answer, at the
prow toward the Condor, and strained every
her
knife.
sheath
time drawing his
and fiber in his body in sending her flying
muscle
revolver
a
drawing
Bill,
said
"Bah!" mockingly
and pointing it at Jerry's head. "Sit down, don't be through the water.
a fool; I don't want to hur~ you, but I'll shoot you · When, but a short distance away, Bill rushed down
just as sure as you attempt to escape. Now, listen: to the pier, saw Jerry, raised his revolver and fired.
He fired until ·but one shot was left, when he
"While I was confined in prison I matured my
plans. You noticed that I remained below deck a turned the revolver toward his breast, and unhingood deal-yes, and you had· suspicions of me, I dered by the bystanders, sent the bullet to his heart,
think. Well, all that time I was perfecting my plans. and sank down-dead.
Meanwhile Jerry had gained the deck.
You know my berth is against the bulkhead that
They sought to stay hiirl, asked him questions, but
separates the forecastle· from 'tween decks.
"Well, I stole a circular saw from the carpenter's unheeding them, he darted to the magazine, knocked
chest and cut a · hole . in the partition large enough down the guard who refused him admittance, opened
to crawl through. I made a pair of hinges for it the door, stepped in in a bound, there arose a flash of
from an old. bootleg, so that any one looking into my flame, bot with a cry of horror, he threw himself
berth by accident, could not see any signs of a hole. forward on it, and extinguished it, although he him"Before we left New York I got some strong acid self was burned.
Not long afterwards, he was openly complimented
and some files. I used to watch my chance and crawl
for his brave deed, by t,he reception of a commisthrough into the space 'tween decks.
"Once there, I used to slip down back of t:he maga- sion.
.. ..._ ..
zine. I had to work hard, I tell you, but finally, with
GOLD IN FRUIT JAR.
the acids and .files I cut out a piece of the iron, mak:
Michael Toszyniak, twenty-eight years old, was
ing a hole large enough to crawl through.
"This morning," speaking in a slow, impressive found in .the railroad yards, Milwaukee, Wis., by an
· manner, "just before leaving, I entered the maga- officer. He was charged with trespassjng. Toszyniak broke away from the officer, and as he did so
zine--applied slow match."
policeman noticed he threw an object to the side
\he
feet.
his
to
jumping
Jerry,
shrieked
"Gracious!"
"You are an incarnate fiend. · Seek not to bar my of the tracks. When this was recovered it proved
way; I go to save the Condor," and he started to- to be a fruit jar containing $350 in gold.
In the District Court Toszyniak told Judge Page
ward the door.
he had saved the money, and besides that he
that
am
I
"Stop;,
Bill.
said
"Hold!" commandingly
in the bank. He told the court he did not
$900
had
powof
keg
a
in
match
the.
fixed
I
yet.
not through
der, and laid trains to connect with all the others. place the money in the bank because he did not want
The match was made to burn half an hour; already to take a half day off to do $0.
Judge Page advised him to take the rest of the day
twenty minutes have expired. Ten more, and the
off and see that the money was deposited. ToszyCondor will be in a thousand fragments."
He prayed God that he should not be compelled to. nak was fined $5 and costs.
A fiendish, devilish glow lighted up the misguided
man's face, as his mind gloated over the complete750,000 HORSEPOW ER WASTED IN NEW
YORK.
ness of his revengeful plans.
Jerry.
groaned
effort,''
"I must make an
Electric power s;'ffident to turn every wheel and
He seized his sheath knife more firmly in his ill'uminate every dwelling and factory in New York
hand, sprang to his feet and darted toward the door, State could be developed from the water power
intending to shatter it by throwing his weight which is running to waste every day ip. the riv'ers,
against it.
streams and canals of the State, Attorney General
declared in his annual report submitted
Woodbury
But Bill interposed.
Legislature. He estimates a daily waste
State
the
and
to
Bill,
on
himself
threw
Jerry
cry,
wild
a
With
of 750,000 electric horsepower on the Long Sault
sought to wrench the revolver from his grasp.
He seemed to be gifted with almost superhuman Rapids and along the line of the barge canal. He
strength, and battled so fiercely that Bill, finally, in urges the Legislature to establish a policy by which
the State will reap some benefit from this stupendous
self-defense, was compelled to shoot at him.
The bullet whistled harmlessly by; he attempted resource, the value of which has been e1,timated by"
to wrest the revolver from Bill's grasp, failed, but conservative experts at $250,000,000.
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FACTS WO RTH READING
CUT OFF SOLDIER S' SWEETS .
Eating of cake and candy was forbidden in the
barracks of one of the companie s of the Reserve
Officers' Training Camp, Fort Sheridan, Ill., recently, and it was asserted similar orders shortly
would be posted in all of the company barracks. It
was asserted that numbers of the men were not
hardenin g under the physical drill as rapidly as possible because of cookies, candy and soda water consumed between meals. Unused to the work in the
open, others, it was said, had been overeatin g at
meal times. The latter practice, however, is automatically righting itself.

sembles an ordinary beetle. The male flies about
in the evening looking for the female and she makes
her light glow in order that the male may find her.
Glow-worms are found mostly in England. There
are, however, some members of the same species of
beetle common to the United States. We speak of
them as fireflies or lightning bugs. The female of
the~e also is the only one carryi1;g a light, although
unhl~e the glow-wor m she has wmgs and can fly.

BARRAC KS TO BE BUILT AT
WRIGHT STOWN, N. J.
The War Departme nt announce d that Wrightstown, N. J., had been chose:p. as a site for one of the
sixteen wooden cantonme nts to be establishe d to
CROPS.
SPRING
DEER EAT
shelter and train the half million men of the naThe damage done by deer in a number of parts tional army.
of Pennsylv ania is being brought to the attention
The War Departme nt has abandone d its plans for
of the authoritie s. Eight were seen in the fields of establishi ng thirty-tw o cantonme nts. The original
F. B. Overfield of Middle Smithfiel d Township lately. plan was to train sixteen draft divisions in as many
Deer are eating the growing grain of the farmers,
cantonme nts and sixteen National Guard divisions
and at ShAwnee-on-Delaware, deer have been eating in sixteen other cantonme nts. It has now been dethe spring grains with avidity. The reason for the cided to establish only sixteen cantonme nts for
boldness of the deer lies in the fact that the forest the training of the draft army, and to establish sixgrowth is so slim and unnutriti ve that the fleet- teen camps for training the guard. The cantonfooted game simply is compelled to seek pasturage ments are to have wooden barracks. The guard
in the open. It is said that herds that have been camps will consist of tents. Secretary Baker authorcausing most damage have crossed from Susque- ized this statemen t regarding the changed plans:
hanna County and some New Jersey sections.
"The original plan was to build thirty-tw o cantonments, or divisional encampm ents. The departme nt
command ers were directed to appoint boards to
. NEARLY 800 RATS .KILLED .
study the available places and make 'recomme ndaOn "rat killing day" at the farm of Lewis A. tions which would lead to the selection of thirtyTyrell, Bridgevil le, Del., all the neighbors and· their two such places.
dogs were invited to attend, and nearly 800 rats
"The Quarterm aster General's Departme nt, cowere killed. The men removed the floors from all operating with the Council of National Defr.nse
the barns while the boys and dogs did the killing.
Committee, studied the project and discovered that
The rats ran all over the farm and t9ok refuge the cost of building the number of cantonme nts con•
in fodder and hay stacks, but so determin ed was the templated would be beyond the possibilit ies of the
crowd to kill all that even the stacks were torn down appropria tion that Congress is now consideri ng. It
to clear out the pests.
was further discovere d that it would be impractic aDuring the winter, Tyrell estimated , the rats had ble to build that number on account of lack of labor,
eaten more than 100 bushels of t!orn, worth now material, and transport ation facilities. The supply
$1.90 a bushel. When they began to attack his flock of tentage has been increased now to such an extent
of 800 chickens he determin ed it was time to stop that it will be possible to have some of the encampthe mischief.
ments in. tents.
"The War College recomme nded that the number
GLOW?
ORM
be reduced to sixteen; the places, however, have not
WHY DOES A GLOW-W
be
been definitely selected, the Chief of Staff being
yet
may
A glow-wor m is a kind of beetle which
cation with the departme nt command ers
communi
time.
in
summer
the
in
hedges
found in the yards and
The name applies only to the female of the species with a view to making the selections ."
A canvas shortage was largely responsib le for thE
which is wingless and whose body resembles that of
plan to house the army in wooden barracks,
original
green
shining
a caterpilla r somewha t and emits a
officials have preferred· tenting from the
army
for
Book
the
says
abdomen,
the
of
light from the end
be
of Wonders. The malE: of this species has wings but start. Most of the tents used probably will
camps.
Southern
at
placed
reand
does not show any light as does the female
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ARTICLES OF ALIJ KINDS
GREAT AUSTRALIAN RANCHES.
The average size of pastoral holdings-that is,
for cattle and sheep raising-in the northern territory of Australia is 275,000 acres. In West
Australia 100 people own t<,gether 40,000,000 acres,
and Fraser speaks of a Queensland "cattle king"
who held 60,000 square miles, an area nearly as
large as all New England.
FIRST BATH IN EIGHT YEARS.
A tramp, who refused to give his name, was arrested near Hope, Bartholomew County, I,id., after
trying to enter/ a farm house. He was brought here
and placed in jail. Matthew Shaw, Sheriff, immediately had him remove his cothes and take a , bath.
The tramp admitted it was the first time he had
taken a bath in eight years. He said he had been
placed in jail then and that his bath at that time
was forced on him. · He believes the present sani' tary methods of jailers are a hardship. The tramp's
clothing was burned and the Sheriff provided a new
outfit.

·

WOMEN TO BE BARBERS.
Most Milwaukee barbers are subject to the registration and draft, and the problem now up to most
barber shop proprietors is how to fill their places.
"If women can drive streets cars, steer automobiles and slide mail into mail boxes," says Emil
Triebs of 305 Chestnut street, "why can't they fill
the places of the drafted barbers? Women barbers
are no novelty in Milwaukee. They have been
known to clraw just as big salaries and bigger
money than the men barbers. With the flower of
Milwaukee barberdom joining the army and navy
/
there will be many women barbers."
Other Milwaukee barbers agreed with him, but
deplore the lack of women trained for the work
they could employ.
HOW HIGH DOES AIR GO'?
It may not be generally known that Memorial Day
was first obse:i:ved on Southern soil. Professor Washburn and a company of teachers from Boston were
engaged in educational work in Richmond, soon after the Civil War. In May, 1866, Professor Washburn proposed that they visit Belle Isle fo1· the purpose of decorating the graves of the Union prisoners
there. The plan was approved, and May 30 was
chosen. All the school children, white and colored,
were asked to bring flowers, and, in spite of rain,
the little band carried out its purpose. A large
floral cross was placed in a central spot, and a
bouquet on each grave; then a memorial hymn was
sung, and at that moment the clouds suddenly parted and the sunlight fell upon the cross, about which
they knelt in prayer. The following year the ladies

of Richmond and other Southern cities decorated the
Confederate graves on May 30; the next year General Logan, then commander-in-chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic, issued a general order, setting apart the day for the purpose of thus honoring
the memory of fallen comrades.
HELD BY DEVILFISH.
Richard Hernage and Olaf Oak had an experience
recently with a devilfish tha.t they are not likely
to forget. The battle was fought ten miles out at
sea, off Malibu Point, California.
The men were fishing from the thirty-foot gasoline launch Sea Lion when they suddenly became
aware of the tentacles of the fish encircling the boat.
They tried with bare hands to throw the tentacles
off, fearing that the boat might be dragged to the
bottom. Instead the fish pinioned their arms.
Oak had a sheath knife in h's pocket and Harnage
seized a boat-hook, the only weapon within reach.
In the limited space they hacked at the tentacles
until they got out of reach and by maneu~ering Oak
got an ax and fop.ght the fish until it was subdued.
The battle lasted two hours and the men were so
exhausted they were unaole to start the engine.
As they regained their strength they rowed the
boat to shore and then sought doctors for their
poisoned and wounded bodies. What was left of
the devilfish still clinging to the boat weighed 130
pounds.
.
GREAT FRUIT CROP.
Unless weather conditions should be ·exceptionally
unfavorable in the next few months, the prospects
are that New Jei::sey will have one of the best fruit
crops in its history. There shou1d be a heavy production of berries, peaches, apples and small
fruits. Fruit growers are having .great difficulty
in obtaining labor at this time that can spray the
fn.i.it, so that it will be free from insect and disease
blemishes and damage. However, when the fruit is
:ready for harvesting and shipping, the labor situation is likely tOf"become much more acute, since it
is doubtful whether much labor can be secured from
outside districts to help in the harvesting of New
Jersey crops. The best solution to the problem appears to be to organize the boys and girls from
thirteen to fifteen years of age in our schools and .
give them instruction -in the harvesting and packing
of fruit.
The horticultural department of the New Jersey
Agricultural Experiment Station will attempt to cooperated with the State Board of Agriculture and
the State Board of Education in trying to arrange
a plan whereby boys and girls of the ages mentioned may be given such instruction during the
early summer at the close of school.

•
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THE CANADIAN WONDER CARD TRIOS.
Aston!&hlng. wonder fu 1
Have yo,i
and perplexing?
Any child can
seen them?
work them, and yet, wha.t
they do ls so amusing tljat
the sharpest people on earth
are tooled, We cannot tell
you what they do, or other•
' would get next and spoil the
tun. J"ust get a. set and read the dlrectlone.
'.rhe results will atartle your !rlends and
1
w'f:i:it:~y h~~!rnno !"n,r~t:!u~~~'1..~t
Price 10c. by rnaD, postpaid.
H. F. LA..li'G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

n•

rr;~;;

GP.~AT BURGLAR PUZZLE.

The latest and
rn o s t fascinating
puzzle ever placed
o n t b e market.
Patented .May 30.
It consists of four
revolving Cl i a 1 s,
each, dial contain·
ing 16 figures, 64
figures in all. To
open t be safe these
dials m u $ t b e
turned around un·1 the figures in
ch of the 16 coin ns added to·
gether total 40. Thi_ puzzle is made on the
plan of tile corn binntion lock on the large
iron safes that open on a combination of
figures. Persons have heen known to sit
up all night, s6 Interested have they be·
come trying to get each column to total 40.
In this fascinating puzzle. With the printed
key which we send with each puzzle the figures can be RPt lu a few minutes so as to
·
totnl 40 In each column.
PrlcP 15 ~PntR: mnllerl. poRtpald.
R. F. LANG, 1815 Cent.re St,. n'klyn, N. Y.

l

BIRD,
It measures rn o re
tban four inches from
tip to tip of wings,
and will balan..:e perfectly on the tip of
your finger nail, on
tbe point of a lead
pencil, or• on an Y
n o I n t e d Instrument,
onlv the tip of tbe bill
rPSting on the nail or
pencil point, the ·whole
body of the h\rd being suspended in the
air with nothing to rest on. rt will not
fnll off unless shnkPn of!. A great novelty.
Wonderfnl. nmnsiug nnd lnstru<;tive.
Price 10 rPntR. mulled postprud.
'WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
Bt..LANCING

"rHF.

LJINK THE LJNB: PVZZLJII.
The sensation ot the de.:,.
Pronounced by all. the moot
l>alf!lng and scientific novelty
eut, Theuaands have worked
at it tor hours without mas ..
terlng It, still 1.t can be· done In two seconds
by giving the links the proper twist, but unless you know how. the harder y•u twtat them
the tighter they grow. Price, Ge.: S tor 150.1

one dozen. 60c., by mall, poatpaid.
FRANK Sl\ITTH, 883 Lenox Ave., N. Y.
MYSTERIOUS PLATE LIFTER.

Made of fine rubber, with bulb on one end
and inflator at other. Place it under a table
cover, Under plate or ilass. and bulb Is
pressed underneath, ob ect rises m.vsteririce 25c., postpaid.
ously; 40 inches long.
C. BEHR. 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
THE HELLO PUZZLE
Can you get the ring o!U
Thia puzzle 11 the latest cr•·
atlon ot Yankee Ingenuity.
Apparently It 11 the eaaleot
thing in the world to remove
the ring !rom the block, but

SCTENTIFJO JIIINJ) BEADING.

Wonderful! Startling! Scientific I You hand a friend
a handsome set of cnrds on
wblch are printed the nnme~
of tbe 2S United States President~. Ask blm to ~ecretly
select n name and liold the
card to his forehead and
think of the name. Like a
flash eornes the o.nawer "Lincoln. Washington," or whatever name be is thinklni;, of.
Tbe more yon repent it tbe more puizling It
becomes. Wilh our 6ntfit you can do lt anyRtnrtle
where. any time, with anybody.
your friends. Do It at the next party or
at ,l"OUr club antl he t11e lion of the evening.
'l'his was !nYenterl b,· a fumous lUagic!an.
Price, with compl~te set of cards and full
lnstruct!ous, 12 cPnts. mailecl. postpald.

11

C. BEHR, UlO '\V. 62d St., New York City.

Oonqner It hn1>pfl~

In 8 dayfl( L'»p!' ,,·(
rolons l fe. aToid stomach t:ro1 :.:e
roar health,
nervou,ncas. rouf breath, heart disease. Regain m:.u}]
Tlcor, calm nerves, cleareye1 aod 1upertor mental atren~tll
Whether you ohew; or Rmoke plpe, clsarettes, (;l~ar11. Get. in
f,npo;;t\n'! TnhArM R;i,.., 1 Wr,rr.b ha wei!lht in gold. M.alled t'l-ee

E. J. Woods, 228 T, Station E, New York, N.Y.
2 to $500 EACH pald for hundreds o\
old Coins. Keep .ALL money dated be·
fore 1895 and send Ten cents for New
Illustrated Coln Value Book. size 4x7.
It may mean your Fortune. OLA.RICE
COIN Co •• Box 915, Le Roy, N. Y.

$

MAGIC PUZZLE KEYS.
Two keys interlocked In such a rnann~r
It seems impossible to separate them, hut
wken learneil it is easily done. Price Ge .•
by mail, postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

Clecever the trlc~~ u\~1~:: y~~ur;no",; h~~d~t \~
Cone. Price by mall, poatpald. 10c.: 3 tor 25c.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
ll,UDBEB

TACKS.

They come sjx In a box.
A wonderful Imitation ot
Made of
the real tack.
- rubber. The box in which
they come is the ordinary
tack box. 'l'bls ls a great
parlor entertainer and you
can play a lot of tricks
with the tacks. Place them
!n the palm of your hand,
point upward. Then slap
the olher band over the tacks and it Will
seem as it you are committing suicide. Or
you can show the tacks and then put them
in your mouth and chew them, ma.king believe you have swallowed them. Your friends
will think you are a magician. 'l'heti, aga\n,
you can exhibit the tacks and then quickly
push one in your cheek or somebody else's
cheek and they will sbrlek with fear. Absolutely harmless and a very practical and
funny joke. Price, by mall. I0c. a box of
six tacks: s tor 25c., postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St .• N. Y.

Hold discs i~ each band and twist t!rn
strings by swinging the toy around aml
around about 30 times. Then move tile
band~ apart, pulling on the discs aud
causing the strings to untwist. This will
rotate the wbeel and cause the sparks to
ti~. 'l'he continued rotation of the wbec!
will again twist the strings. Wben th i ~
twisting commences slacken the stri11gs
sllgbt1y until they abe tull twisted, tlleu

pa

.

,

Price 25 cts. each by mall, poatp~ 1,1.

C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St,, New York City.

DLACK-ETill JOKE.

rhe
New and em.using joker.
victim 1s tole_ to hold the tube

cJose to his eyQ ,:o as to exclude
all light !rom the back, and then
to remove the tube until plcturea
appear in the center. In trying
to locate the pictures he will receive the fl.nest blaca:-eye you ever
We furnish a sma11 box of
saw.
blackening preparation with each
tube. so the joke can br used indefinitely. Those not ir. th~ trrck
will be caught every ume. Abso•
Price by ma11 15c, each;
fc,~rmless.
2
C. BEHR. lilO W. 62d St., New York City.

!u}~;_Y

SHERIFF BADGE.

With this badge at·
tnched to your coat or
vest you cnn show the
I.Joys that you are a
sheriff, nnd it they
don't behave themsei1' es you might lock
them up. It is a beautiful nickel-plated badge.
2¼ by 2'/2 Inches In
size, with the words
"Sberitr 23. By lleck"
In nickel letters on the race of It. with a pin
on the back for e-ttaching It to your cloth·
lug. Send for one and have some fun wilh
the boys.
Price t5 cents, or s for 40 cents; sent by
mall, po~tpald.
H. F. LANG, 1S15 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

TOBACCO HAB!T

DEVIVS LOCK PUZZLE.

Without exceptlon. t11!s
Is the hardest one of all.
yet, if you have
the directions yon ran
very easily do It. It co ::i.
sists of a ring passerl
through two 11 n ks on
shafts. Tile Rbanks or
this puzzle are nlways
Get one
In the wny.
.
and learn how to take the rlng ()ff. PrkP
lllc, by mail, postpaid, witb cllr1>ctlo11s.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl;rn. N. Y .
And

LUCKY

PENNY

POCKET PIECE.

This handsome pocket
piece ls made ot alu·
m In u rn, resembling
somewhat In size and
appearance a silver
dollar. In the ceute-r
ot the pocket piece ls
a new one-cent U. s.
coin, inserted in such
11 way that It cannQt
(U. S.
\le removed.
laws pre v en t o!lr
showing thb eein In
our engraving), On &ne side of the pocket
piece are the word&; "Lucky penny pocket
piece; I bring good luck," and the de~lgn
of n borsesboe,, Oil. the eppes1te side. '"I am
your mascot," "Keep in~ and ne-ver go
broke," and two sprig-s of tour-leafed (.lover.
These bandsome pocket pieces are bell&ved
•
by many to be harbingers of good Jnrli:.
Price 12 cents; 3 for so cent~; I.Jy mail,
pn~tpnl<l.
H. F. LANG. 1115 Centre St-•• B''.11:tyn, N; T.

_GOOD LUCK GUN FOB.
The real western article
carried by the cowboys. It
is made of fine leather
with a highly nickeled
buckle. The holster con·
tains a metal gun, of the
same pattern as those used
by all the most famous
scouts. .Any boy wearing
one of these fobs will attract attention. It will
give him an afr of ,vestern
romance. The prettie~.t
and most serviceable watch
fob ever made. Send for
,me to-day. Price 20 cents
each by mail postpaid.
H. F, LAN·G, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y,

)

THE KAZOO.

TRICK -CIGARETTE JlOX.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S CIGARETTE.

Tbts one Is a corker I Get 11 box right
Made In the exact shape of a sub·
away, It you want to have a barrel of joy.
marine.
With this comical little
Here's the sl'Cret: It looks llke an ordi Instrument you can give a bride
nary red box of Turkish cigarettes. But
and itroom one of the finest serenIt contains a trigger. under whlcll you
ades they ever received. Or It you
place a paper cap. OITer your friend a
wish to use It as a ventriloquist,
smoke and he raises the lld of Ule box.
you will ao completely change your
That explodes the cap, and It you are
voice that your best friend will not
wlse you will get out ot sight with the
recognize it. Price, 12c, by mall,
box before he gets over thlnklnir he was
postpaid.
aliot. Price 15c., postpaid.
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y. WOLFF Novelty Oo., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
THE MODERN DANCERS.

Th.,,se dancers are set
In ·a gilt frame the size
By
lighting a match and
moving It In circular
form at the back they
can be made to dance
furiously, the heat from
the match w a r m I n g
them up. If you want
to see an up-to-date
tango, dance send for
this pretty' charm.
Price, Ill cents, or 8
for 40 cents, sent by mall. postpaid.
1
ot our engraTing.

Wollr NoYelty Clo., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

THE QUESTION PUZZLE.
Two JluL:s !n the form

of question marks, fastened togetbel' at the top.
'£he obji;ct is to disengage one llnk from the
other. It cannot be done
without the
dlrect!(ms.
pu.Hl, with dlrectl~:;~e toe, by mall, poS t •
WOLFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
THE W AB FOUNTAIN PEN.
A very handsome fountain pen case
to 'IVblch ls attached a pocket holder

neatly made of · metal and highly
nickel-plated. When your friend desires the use of your pen and gets It,
he Is very much astonished when he
removes the cap by tbe s:idden and
loud noise of the explosion that occurs, and yet a little paper cap does
It all. Price, 85c, by mall, 11ostpald.
FRANK SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave, N. Y.

The simplest trick out.
All you have to do Is to
get the cigarette Into
Charlie's mouth. Ah, ha I
, But can you do lt7 We
doubt It.
Anyhow, you
might try. It's a sate bet
your friends can't work
it. The trick is a sta ·
tlonary head and a loose
cigarette in a metal box
with a glass top. It you don't get one you'll
regret it, that's all. Price . izc, by · mall,
MAGIO LINK PUZZLE.
postpaid.
C. BEHR, 1110 W. 62d St., New York City.
rl:g~~mbe,_fho;
scheme 1 s to
·
l!nk them to·
JITNEY BUS GAME.
gether just exA circular metal box
actly the same way magicians link their
with a glass top. In·
hoops. It looks dead easy. But we defy
side
is a tiny garage
anybody to do It unless they know the
fixed at one side and a
secret. Price 10c, by mall, postpnid.
loose
traveling
little
WOLFF Novolt:r Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
Ford. It requires an expert to get the swiftly
THE LUNG TESTER.
moving auto into the
We have here one of
garage. This one graba
the greatest lltle nov·
your Interest. holds it,
eltles ever produced.
and almost makes you
with this instrument wild when you find after repeated trials
you
can
absolutely bow hard it ls to do the trick. Price Uc,
test the strength of by mall,
postpaid.
your lungs. It has an WOLFF Novelty
Co., 168 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.
indlca tor which clearly shows y9u the number of pounds you can
ROUGH Rl,ER DISC PISTOL.
blow.
Lots of tun
Made of nicely coltesting
your
lungs.
ored wood
Inches
Ott one and see what
.,!'!. -~-~_,. long.
The 5½
power
18
a good blower you are.
furnished by rubber
Price ll!c, by ma11,
bands. Ten discs of
postpaid.
cardboard with each
FRANK 81111TH. 388 Lenox Ave.. N. Y.
pistol. Price. 6c. each,
by mail. postpaid.
WO.LFF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
THE RUBBER DAGGER.
on· account of the war we havo
FORTUNE TELLING CARDS.
substituted this novelty for the
Magic Dagger. It ls eight inches In
The most comical fortune telllng cards
length, made to look exactly l!ke a ever Is sued. Every one a joke that will
steel weapon and would deceive al· arouse screams of laughter. They are shufmost anybody at whom you might fled, and one ls drawn- red for ladles, white
thrust it. But as the blade ls m a de for gentlemen. On the drawn card Is a
of rubbe,:, it can do no injury . mirth -provoking picture, and a few words
Price lllc, by mall, postpllid.
r eveallnll' your fortune. Price 5e., sent by
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre Street, mail. postpaid.
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Brooklyn, New York.

O. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y,

READ THIS ONE!

"Movine Pictur.e Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO PH0TOPLAYS A.ND PLAYERS

PRICE 6c PER COPY
-_,...
PRICE 6c PER COPY
TIIE BFST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
BUY A COPY!
ENJOY YOURSELF!
Magnificent 9olored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers!
32 PAGES OF READING
OUT EVERY FRIDA y
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Port~ts and Biographies of Actors and Actresses
Six Stories of the Best Films on the ScreeI!.s
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Films
.
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and wh~le Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE M_ARKETI
Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, ar.d its i:;pecial articles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
No amount of money is being spared to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire
,

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

166 We,..;t 23d Street, New York City

WILD WEST WEEKLY
760 Young Wild West and the Diamond Dagger; or. The Mm•

-LATEST ISSUES748 Young Wlld West's Cowboy Circus: or. Fun at tbe Mlolne
Camps.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to any address on
receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps.
NOTICE-The follo,ving number• PRICE SIX CENTS.
749 Young Wild West .At Pike's Pealt; or, Arletta ' s Strani,:e Dis·
750 Y!fif:8{:u~e.West's Six Shots, and the Change They Made Al

Dead Man's Mark.
751 Yot1n1? Wild West At tbe Little Big Horn: or, The Last Stand
of the Cavalry.
752 Young Wild West's Big Bluff; or, Playing .A Lone Rand ..
753 Young Wild West At Bowle Bend; or, The Ban ot the Bandit
Band.
754 Young Wild · W.,st'• Ton of Gold; or. The Accident to Arle~ta
755 Young Wild West's Green Corn Dance; or,' A Lively Tune
With the Pawnees.
756 Young Wild West and the Cowboy King; or. Taming a Texa~
Terror.··
71>7 Young Wild West's Pocket of Gold ; or, Arletta's Great DI•·
covery.
758 Young W!ld West and "Shawnee Sam": or. The Half-Breed'~
Treachery.
759 Young Wild West's Covered 'l'rall; or, Arletta and tbe
Avalanche.
For sale by all newsdealers. or will be sent to any address on
0

can Girl'~ RevenJl'e.
761 Young Wild West at Silver Shine; or, A Town Run by "Tell•
derfoots."
762 Young Wild West Surrounded by Sioux; or. Arletta and the
Aeronaut.
763 Young Wild West and the "Puzzle of the Camp"; or, Tbe
Girl Wbo Owner! the Gukb.
764 Young Wild West and the Mustangere; or, The Bosa of the
Broncllo Busters.
765 Young Wild West .A.!ter the Apaches; or, Arletta's Arizona
Adventure.
766 Young Wild West Routing the Roh hers; or, Saving Two
Million Dollars.
767 Young Wild West at Rattlesnake Run; or, Arletta's . Deal
With Death.
768 Young Wild West's Winnlni,: Streak; or, A Straight Trail to
Tombstone.
7G9 Young Wild West's Lightning Lariat; or, Arletta and the
Road Agents.
770 Young Wild West's Red-Hot Ride; or, Pursued by the
Comanches.
771 Young Wild West and tbe Blazed Trail; or, Arletta as a
Scout.
772 Young Wild West's Four ot a Kind; or, A Curious ComhlnRtion.
receipt ot price 6 cents per copy, In money or postage stamps, by

!68 West 23cl St .. N. V

FRANK TOUSEY, Publishe.,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and fill
in your Order and send it to us with the price of the weeklies you want and we will send them to you by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
168 West 23d St., N. Y.
FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

HAND BOOKS

OUR TEN-CENT
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE A.ND USE ELEO·
TRICITY.-A description of the wonderful

No. GQ.

HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOG·

RAPHER.--Containing useful Information
uses of electricity and electro magnetism·; to- regarding the Camera and bow to work It;
getber with full instructions for making also bow to make Photographic Magic LanEle<.:trtc Toys, Batterles, etc. By George tern Slides and other Transparencies. Hand•
Trehel, A.M., M.D. Containing over fttty 11- somely illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO BEOOJ\IE A WEST
lustrations.
No. 47. HOW: TO BREAK, RIDE AND POINT MILITARY CADET ·~Explalns bow
DRIVE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on to gain adm~ttance, course of. Study, Examitbe horse. Describing the most useful horses nations~ Dnt1~1 Staff of Ofllcers, Post Guard,
for business, the best horses for the road; Police .ttegulauons, Fire Department, and all
a?so valuable recipes for diseases peculiar to a boy should, know to be a cadet. By Lu
Senarens.
the horse.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A. NAVAL
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
CANOES.-A bandy book tor boys, contain- CADET.--Complete Instructions of bow to
Ing full directions for eonstructing canoes gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Acadand the most popular manner of sailing emy. Also containing the course of lnstruction, description of grounds and bulldil)gs,
them. Fully illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng rules historical sketch, and everything a boy
for ·conducting debates, outlines tor debates, should know to become an officer in the
1
question! for dlscussioo, and the best United States Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRIOAL
sources tor procuring information on the
lllACHINES.-Contalning full directions for
question given.
'- No. 110. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND making electrical machines, Induction coils,
ANIMALS.-A valuable book, giving instruc- dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked
tlollJl in colhict!ng, preparing, mounting and by electricity, By R. A. R. Bennet. Fully
lllustrated.
preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. 65. MULDOON'$ JOKES.-Tlie most
No. Ill. HOW TO DO TBIOKS WITH
OARDS.-Contalning explimat1ons of the original joke book ever published, and It is
general principles of sleight-of-band appJi- brimful of wit and humor. It contains a
cable to ca.rd tricks; of card tricks with large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
ordinary cards, and not requiring sleight- etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, :tiuof-hand; of tricks Involving sleight-of-band, morlst, and practical joker of the day.
No. 68. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Conor the use of specially prepared cards. ,n.
taining over three hundred interesting puz...
Justrated.
No. 112.. HO\V TO PLAY CARDS.-Glv'tn~ zles and conundrums, with key to same . .A.
the rules and tull directions for playing complete book. Fully Hlustrated.
HOW TO , DO ELECTRICAL
No. 67.
Forty-Five,
Casino,
Cribbage,
Encbre,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction TRICKS.-Contalning a large collection of
Pitch. All Fours, ana many other popular instructive and highly amusing electrical
trjcks, together with 11Justratlons. By .A..
games of cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A Anderson.
HOW TO DO CHEMICAL
No. 68.
wonrlerful little book. telting you bow to
write t.o your sweetheart. your father, moth- TKICKS.-Containlng over one hundred
er, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, highly amusing and instructive tricks with
everybody Rnd anybody you wish to write chemicals. By A. Ander.son. Handsomely
illustrated.
to.
0

No. ll4.

HOW TO KEEP AND JIIANAGE

PETS.--Glving complete Information as to
the manner and method of ra\sing, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds
of pets; also giving tun instructions for
Fully explained by
making cages. etc.
twenty, elght Illustrations.
No. 56. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS
AND COINS.- Containing valuable informstlon re-i::arding tlle collecting and arranging
Handsomely illusc,f stamps and coins.
trated.
HOW TO BECOME AN EN:N;o. '56.
GINEER.-Containing full instructions bow
to become a locomotive engineer; also directions for building a model locomotive; togetl1er witb a full description of everything
an engineer should know .
For sale by all n~wsdealers. or will be sent to

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

No.

69.

HOW

TO

DO

SLEIGHT-OF-

HAND.-Containing over fifty of the latest
and best trick.s used by magicians. Also
containing the secret of second sight. Fully
illustrated.
No. 70. HOW TO lllAKE MAGIC TOYS.Containing full directions tor making Magic
Toys and devices of many kinds. Fully illustrated.
No. 71.

HOW

TO

DO

MECHANICAL

No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
NU111BERS.-Sbowing many curious tricks
with figures and the magic of numbers. By
A. Anderson. Fully 111 ustrated.
No. 74.

HOW TO

WRITE

LETTERS

CORRECTLY.-Containing full instructions
for writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition.
with specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOlllE A CONJURER,

--Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dice
Embracing
Cups and Ralls,> Ilnts, etc.
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 76.

HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY

No. 77.

HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS

No. 78.

HOW TO DO THE BLACK A.RT.

No. 79.

HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.

THE HAND.-Contal.ning rules for telllng
fortunes by the aid ,of lines ot the hand, or
the secret ot palmistry. Also the secret of
telllng future events by aid of moles, marks,
scars, etc. Illustrated.
WITH CA.RDS.-Containing deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurera
and magicians. Arranged tor home amuse,
ment. Fully illustrated.

-Containing a complete description of the
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-hand, together with many wonderful experiments.
By .A, .Anderson. Illustrated .,;
-Containing complete instructions how to
make up tor various characters on the stage;
together with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter, Scenic .Artist and Yroperty
Man.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAlllS' JOKE BOOK.-

Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and
funny stories of this world-renowned German comedian, Sixty-four pages; bandsom"
colored cover, containing a half-tone photo
of the author.

No. SL HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Contain-

ing the most approved method of mesmerism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Pro!. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S., author of "Row to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most approved methods of reading the lines oh the band, together with a
full explanation ot their meaning. .Also explaining phrenology, and the key of telling
characters by the bumps on the bead. By
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 83.

HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contain-

ing valuable and instructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also eXplainiug the most approved methods which
are employed by the leading hypnotists of
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.

No. 84- HOW TO BECOl\lE AN AUTHOR.
TRICKS.-Containing complete Illustrations
-Containing Information regarding choice
for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
of subjects, the use of words and the manFully Illustrated.
ner ot preparing and submitting manuNo. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TBIOK.S
scripts. .Also containing valuable inform.a:
WfTH CARDS.-Flmbracing all of the latest
tion as to the neatness, leei.bllit;v and genand most deceptive card tricks, with illuseral composition of manuscripts.
trntions .
3 for 25c,, In money or postage stam pq, by
or
copy,
per
10c.
price,
any address on receipt of

168 West 23d St.• N. Y.

